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Editorial Notes.

OUR thanks are due to the friends who send
us occasionally poetic contributions. Our
readers, the contributors themselves included,
will no doubt agree with us that the poetical
standard of the JOURNAL should be set pretty
high, and that it is better for all concerned that
productions falling short of that standard should
not appear. Except in cases where the afflatus is
overmastering it is probably better for inexperi-
enced writers to try plain prose.

IN this issue will be found the first of a series
of lessons on the Entrance Literature for July.
One of the selections will be treated in each
subsequent number of the JOURNAL, so that the
whole ground may be covered before the close
of the schools. Several teachers of well-known
ability have kindly consented to prepare the
notes and exercises, each one taking a lesson.
The result will be that no two lessons will be
treated by the same writer, and our readers will
get the benefit of a variety of methods, as well as
of able discussions and analyses. Now is the
time for every public school teacher to sub-
scribe if he or she has not already done so.

WE are glad to note that the Toronto Prin-
cipals' Association have emphatically expressed
their dissent from the views and statements of
the letters that recently appeared in The Globe
over the signature of " A Principal." It was
this writer, if we mistake not, who wished to
see, amongst other things, a systen of payment
by results. Can he be aware that this system
is condemned by the almost unanimous voice
of teachers of all grades in England ? It is the
great bane of the English public school. It is,
the profession in England being judges, a fruit-
ful source of cramming in schools, of injus-
tice to able and faithful teachers, and of cruel
injury to children. Its early repeal must come.

DESCRIBING a very interesting and successful
experiment in the manual training of school
children, made last year in Springfield, Mass.,
an exchange observes," It could not be seen that
the boys who spent half their school hours in
manual work made less progress in their purely
mental studies than the pupils who devoted the
whole of their time to their books." That is just
what we should have anticipated. Half the six
hours spent by the average boy or girl over the
books in the schoolroom is wasted. Three
hours of energetic, wide awake study would be

eh

in most cases more profitable, while under a
proper system the other three might be utilized
to excellent purpose in acquiring manual
strength and dexterity.

No earnest worker is the worse for a little
encouragement, and those who are faithfully
trying to make the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL

equal to the very best of its class are gladdened
by the words of hearty appreciation they are
constantly receiving. We could quote warm
commendations from all classes of educators,
from college presidents and professors down to
the teachers of the village and country schools,
whose praise is still more ,welcome since it is
them we are most anxious to please and to help.
We may follow a common example some day
by collating and quoting some of these expres-
sions, though we prefer, as a rule, to let each
number of the JOURNAL speak for itself. But
the approbation and none the less the criticism
of our patrons is always grateful and often
useful.

THE Principals' Association of Toronto bas
appointed a deputation to lay befor.e the Com-
mittee on School Management their objections
to a regulation recently passed by the Public
School Board disapproving of detaining pupils
after 4 p.m. The principals say that they ex-
perience great difficulty under this regulation,
in carrying out the discipline of the schools.
We don't believe in " keeping in " pupils for the
purpose of studying neglected lessons, as in
vogue in many schools. Lessons, in our opin-
ion, should never be assigned as a task, or asso-
ciated in any way with punishment in the child's
mind. Anything which tends to create or inten-
sify dislike of study cannot be too carefully
avoided. A chief aim of the teacher should be to
make the children love study. But for purposes
of wise discipline it is absolutely necessary that
the teacher should have some means of seeing
the refractory child in quiet and alone, and it is
difficult to see how this can be accomplished so
well in any other way as by detaining the
offender after school hours.

As every reader knows, we devote a consider-
able portion of space in each number to prac-
tical methods and suggestive hints for the actua
work of the school-room. The cry of the younger
teachers is still for " More 1 " This is a good
symptom. It shows that our young readers are
honestly ambitious to do their work in the very
best manner. At the same time we feel like
throwing in a word of caution. Don't rely upon
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other teacher's plans. Get all the hints you
can, sift the methods thoroughly, adopt them if
you are able to use them effectively, or better
still, adapt them to your own conditions and
mental habits. But don't try to go upon any-
body's crutches. Do your own thinking, exer-
cise your own judgment, work out your own
systems. No one can ever use successfully another
man's method,tillhehaswrought them over in his
own laboratory, and made them in effect his own.
The truly active, wide-awake mind will find
something useful, something suggestive in al-
most every plan presented, and will incorporate
it in his own work. To such all these selections
will be helpful. To the lazy imitator they may
betome positively harmful.

APROPOS of the " Methods " referred to in
another note, we would say that while we do
not endorse every method and suggestion, even
of those we ourselves present, but merely submit
them as worth examination or trial, we make
the selections with a good deal of care. This
department of the JOURNAL, though edited
largely, more largely than pleases us, with the
despised " scissors," costs far more labor than
the inexperienced reader ruay suppose. He
would, in fact, be astonished if he could see the
pile of exchanges " gone through " in order to
get the material for a single page of the JOURNAL,
and the number of " methods" rejected for
every one chosen. Our tastes may be fasti-
dious, or our judgment at fault, but, as a matter
of fact, we would not give space to one tithe of
the so-called " practical " matter which we find
filling the columns of some of our contempor-
aries. We say this, not in disparagement of
them, but in answer to the question, " Why
don't you give us more methods ?" It is our
constant aim and hope to get from our own
teachers more and more original matter of this
kind. We request our friends to be on the
look out for us and when they meet with a good
thing at the Institutes or elsewhere to secure it
for us if they can.

THE Boston fournal of Education has a good
suggestion for the foundation or enlargement of
school libraries. It says that a " Book Recep-
tion " was held by the Boston Young Men's
Christian Association, at which hundreds of
choice volumes were contributed, including
many sets of popular authors. The attraction
was a lecture by George W.Cable, on " Fiction as
a Vehicle of Truth," and reserve seat tickets
were sent to anyone applying therefor, tlhe
understanding being that each comer shouid
bring a book suitable for the library. The en-
thusiasm was marked and the results highly
satisfactory. The fournal asks " Why rnay not
every high school and some grammar schools
awaken much enthusiasm, create a healthy
public sentiment toward the school, and lay the
foundation of a valuable library in this way ?
The local press will be more than glad to aid in
the enterprise, as would nearly every pulpit."
We do not see why the plan might not work

well in many a school section in Canada. The
giver of a book would be very likely to fee
thereafter a deeper interest in the schools, so
that good might result in more than one direc-
tion.

THERE has of late been manifested a dispo-
sition on the part of many of the teachers of the
University of Cambridge to refuse to admit
women to the degrees of the University, though
such refusal would seem to be singularly incon-
sistent with the course which has been already
pursued in admitting them to certificates of
having passed the various honor examinations.
A memorial has been circulated setting forth
that women ought to have a separate and inde-
pendent University to themselves, with a sepa-
rate degree founded on a curriculum specially
chosen for women. That would be well and is
no doubt desirable, in itself, but certainly should
not prevent those women who have taken the
regular course, or may hereafter prefer to doso,
from receiving all the honors and degrees to
which this proficiency may entitle them. The
Spectator takes what seems to us clearly the
right ground when it says : " We should not at
all object to the University of Cambridge es-
tablishing, if it thought fit, a new diploma for
women, one specially adapted, -as its authorities
might consider it, to average women's wants ;
but we do not think that that course would be
at all satisfactory, unless at the same time all
women who preferred it were admitted to the
degrees now conferred upon men."

"I remember a case of a disturbance at Har-
vard, where a budding Socialist in a sophomore
class, being called before President Walker,
ventured to remark that he dir1 not approve
the law which he had just broken. The presi-
dent discontinued the conversation by saying,
so drylv that every drop of moisture appeared
to be squeez:d out of the words, 'We don't
expect you to approve of the law, but to obey
it ;' and he sent him home to learn a lesson
more useful to him than the calculus or the
Greek tragedies."

WE find the above passage from an arti-
cle by Bishop Huntingdon in The Frum,
quoted with approval by some of our con-
temporaries. We don't agree with them
in their opinion. There was a huge fallacy in
calling the youth a " budding socialist," for he
is not a socialist but a free man who hesitates
to bow to laws in whose making he has no voice
and of whose principle he does not approve.
There are no doubt many cases in family and
even in school governrrrent in which it is neces-
sary and therefore right to exact obedience to
rules and commands whose reason cannot at
the time be explained or understood. But
when the president of a university undertakes
to play the autocrat and tells a young man he
does not expect him to approve the law be is
required to obey, there is something wrong with
the discipline. The teacher who can rnake
his students both approve and obey the law
attains far higher success as a disciplinarian
than he who merely makes them obey without
approving.

Educational Thought.

MANY a child first conceives the idea of the
beautiful from his school surroundinga, and obtains
his first idea of the refinements 'of life from his
observation of his teacher's conduct and his
association with his school-fellows who have been
more fortunate in their home surroundings and
training ; and it is in the school that he begins to
reach toward the higher life which is the result of
true education.-Mrs. S. R. Winchell.

ALL the doors that lead inward, to the inner self
are door southward-out of selfout of,smallness,out
of wrong. This is what George Macdonald says,and says truly. If we want to grow out of little-
ness, open ,the doors outward! ." My salary,"
"my school," I my place," are favorite expressions
with selfish teachers. It shows that all the lines.
of motives centre inward, whereas they should
centre at some outward point. Self-care first, but
others' good as an object. The end is wherever
there is some work to be done.-The School
journal.

As to moral lessons in school it is better to have'
less of mere discussion and more of pure will train-
ing. This is secured in the well-disciplined school.
The cardinal virtues of the school lie at the basis
of every true, moral character. They are regularity,
punctuality, silence (self-restraint), industry, and
truthful accuracy. Every well-disciplined school
inculcates these things. But the higher virtues-
the "celestial virtues," faith, hope, and charity-
must be taught by example rather than precept,
and by the general demeanor of the teacher-the
spirit of his work-rather than by any special
training imposed on the pupils.- W. T. Rarris,
LL. D., in the Chautauquan for Fbruary.

THERE is no part of my professional career that
I look back upon with more pleasure and satisfac-
tion than the practice I always pursued in giving,
each Saturday morning, familiar talks on such
subjects as would conduce to make my pupils hap-
pier and better men. I have been more fully as-
sured of the benefit resulting to many of my pupils
from letters received and conversations I have had
with past members of the school, who uniformlyWrite or say :-" Much of what I studied in school
is forgotten, but the words then spoken are treasur-
ed and remembered, and they have influenced and
ever will influence me while life lasts."-oshua
Bates.

" THE State must provide for its own safety. A
certain degree of instruction is necessary that
citizens understand their rights and duties, and
take their part intelligently as voters in the admin-
istration of public affairs. The instruction, or
education of children is not primarily a function of
the State ; it is properly the right and the duty of
parents, and those failing-and many do and will
fail in this duty-the function devolves upon the
State, as in a similar manner, and for similar
reasons devolves upon it the duty of providing
even food and clothing for the dependent classes
of society. Taxation for public instruction, under
this aspect of the case, is most just, and no
citizen can complain."-Bishop Ireland (R.C.) ojMinnesota.

ONE of the greatest enemies to self-education is
excessive modesty, or distrust of one's own powers.
And while their are many who fail because of the
opposite extreme, there are many who doubt them-
selves so much as to wonder seriously whether it is
ever worth their while going forward at àll. Now
as a rule, these people are the most worth culti-
vation. And there is no kindlier duty than to
speak to them words of encouragement, and seek
to rouse them to a worthy appreciation of the pos-
sibilities of their own nature. Probably we all
cherish a secret grudge against our ancestors for
not equipping us for the problems of life with a
better apparatus ; but we forget how very great a
thing it is even to have a mind at al], and how even
in the humblest soul there are elements of trans-
cendent magnificence. Take even that which
brings you to this printed page, that which there-
fore you certainly possess-the thirst for know-
ledge. To feel that is to be already great.-Drum-
mond.
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Special Paters.

AN IDEAL EDUCATION OF GIRLS.
BY MAY MACKINTOSH.

No ideal is practical at the, first moment of its
inception ; no ideal springs, armed at all points,
from the brain of its creator, as did Minerva from
the head of Jove. Each ideal,as a block of marble,
must pass under the developing touch of the
sculptor Experience, before its value can be prnved
and the difficulties in its path duly estimated. But
still, without ideals, even if not immediately prac-
tical, the civilization of the world would soon come
to a standstill; and, therefore, there will always be
some who,.without despising the old, are ready also
to reach forward to the new and untried ; and it is
to such that the present article principally ad-
dresses itself.

The subject under consideration naturally divides
itself into the three following questions, with their
corresponding answers:_

1. What is our present ideal of the education of
girls ?

g. Are the means employed for its carrying out
in every detail suitable and sufficient ?

3. Presupposing the full attainment of this ideal,
is there any possibility of future improvement ?

Now, as to the first of these questions, What is
our present ideal ? That it is intellectually higher
for girls and women as a class than that of a cen-
tury ago, no one will deny. True, there were
talented and remarkable women then ; but these
were exceptions, not the rule. But, when the
housewifely talents of each period are considered,
there seems to be some falling off in this respect in
the later one. The tendency of the former period
was to produce "notable housewives "; that of the
latter is to give us women doctors, lawyers, speak-
ers, writers, and generalle well-educated women ;
but women who have little or no knowledge of
household affairs. A tendency-be it observed-
for, white there are women who neglect everything
for intellectual culture, yet there are stili many
who keep up the traditions of their grandmothers
right nobly.

Still, the young girl, during school-life, and
especially before graduating, is excused from
household duties, as of comparatively little im-
portance. " She bas so many lessons ! " This
must have a tendency to exalt school knowledge
unduly, and to leWsen her estimation of what she is
asked to learn in relation to home and its com-
forts. Here, also, the moral element enters ; if
home-first her parents, and then, in due time, her
own-is not the place of all others in which she
wishes to shine, her character cannot fail to lose
some of the most irmportant elements of true wo-
manliness.

Smal things show the direction of the wind;
and when we see beautiful young girls and women
coming down to breakfast with hair in papers, and
in slovenly attire, we may assume that home is at
least not their best loved and honored place.
These habits are, unfortunately, by no means con-
fined to the lowest ranks of society ; and, through
the carelessness and thoughtlessness of many who
do not consider their full meaning, are still becom-
ing more and more prevalent.

The present ideal, then, seems to tend to the ex-
altation of the intellectual above the domestic in
practice ; although many might not allow it, if the
question were squarely put to them.

We come, now, to our second question : Are the
means employed to secure this ideal adequate for
the purpose ? Never before were such liberal op-
portunities for the acquirement of knowledge
vouchsafed to womnen. Colleges have opened their
doors, and no young girl, who feels a desire to con-
tinue her studies beyond the usual course, need feel
disheartened as to ways and means of gaining the
coveted end.

Eveti from a monetary point of view, always the
last factor in the progress of improvement, the out-
look is brighter. Woman's intellectual work, now,
is more adequately paid than ever before ; though
it bas not as yet reached the standard of equal
payment for an equal amount of work done, with-
out regard to sex. Taking the ideal of the majority,
and not that of the exceptional thinliers, therefore,
it would seem safe to assume that the means at our
disposal are fairly adequate to the end in view.

But our third question begins by presupposing women leads them out into the world to work,
the full- attainment of this ideal of the majority, there are few who would not be infinitely richer by
and then asks : Is there room for improvement? the possession of a knowledge of the domestic arts
In answering this question in the affirmative, it which make home comfortable and worthy its
suggests and requires answers to two others. name.

(a) What are the proposed improvements? The transition from girl to woman is, then, no
(b) How can they be carried out ? slight change easily passed by. It is the turning-
First, then, What are proposed improvements ? point of the life-a point that influences the sub-

Some of them are already adopted here and there ; sequent character more than we give it credit for.
but this article must be understood as referring to All great changes are the outcome of long,
a scheme applicable to general use. The first quiet development, if they are to be beneficial. Do
point to be made is that girls, as well as boys, have we recognize this fact ? Or, rather, is not this the
a physical nature in addition to their mental and time when parties, increased studies, and increased
moral natures ; and that exercise, and plenty of it, emulation, keep the nerves at an abnormal tension?
is as essential to the well-being of the one sex as Are the results of this course satisfactory ? How
the other. many girls break down, not because their intellects

The second point is, that there should be such a are over-taxed, but that their brains being devel-
co-education of the sexes, both in and out of school oped and their bodies neglected, the inevitable ad-
-and to this end, the parents must co-operate justment of the balance follows.
cordially with the teacher, if there is to be any Now, if a girl at this period were kept at home
good result-that the relation between all boys and for from one to two years, and taught how to man-
girls should be healthy and natural. A little, age a bouse in all its details, as the principal
but not too much, consideration of the girls as to be acquirement she was expected to make : if, in ad-
taken care of, on the boy's aside; and a develop- dition, she were encouraged to continue her inves-
ment of fortitude and courage on the side of the tigations in natural history, drawing from nature,
girls, should be the result. wherever possible ; if the standard works of litera-

Boys and girls should have as many pursuits as ture, beginning with good novels and portions of
possible in common. The beginnings of scientific the poems of Spenser and Sir Walter Scott, were
research-as in after-school hunts after all the dif- brought under her notice-not as subject-matter
ferent kinds of trees in their vicinity, or in all the for diagrams, but as educative of a sound literary
habits, etc., of the common animals, which they taste ; if, occasionally, she was taken to the finest
can observe and report on-are invaluable, as concerts and operas, or on excursions to different
neither being too effeminate for the boy, nor too factories, where the whole process of manufacture,
boisterous for the girl. Such constant association from beginning to end, might be seen and under-
in work and play will go far toward preventing the stood-would she lose much, or, indeed, anything,
premature sweet-hearting which so shortens the when compared, after half-a-dozen years had pass-
time set apart by Nature for the full and quiet de- ed away, with the girl who had graduated two
velopment needed for the production of relatively years before her ?
perfect men and women. No ; the girl so trained, so shielded and sur-

This aping, by children, of their elders is the re- rounded by home influences at the most impres-
sult of empty heads. and nothing worth doing with sible time of her life, would for ever bless the true
their time ; but children who are rightly educated kindness and wisdom that so decided for her. Let
have not enough time for the enjoyment of all the us have all the intellectual development of the
wonderful things daily brought under their notice, present time doubled, and trebled, if that be pos-
and they certainly have not time to anticipate any- sible; but lot us not lose the womanliness which
thing, however interesting, in the future, when the will add another charm to the most varied acquire-
present is so full. ments. Of course, for the great army of working

In the exciting climate of America, and the stili girls, this ideal must be modified to suit the cir-
more exciting influences of business and social life, cumstances; but its adoption by the more favored
the great difficulty is to prevent our children grow- sisters would not be without its reaction benefiting
ing up too fast-a difficulty proportionally greater all.
with girls, inasmuch as their nervous excitability The great problem of the present day will be
exceeds that of boys. solved when women learn to receive the high privi-

These points are suited to the first eleven or leges now accorded them without losing the virtues
twelve years of a girl's life, according to her devel- they have inherited from the past. No fitter sum-
opment ; in fact, the education should be identical ming up of the whole matter can be found than
for both sexes up to this age. Both boys and girls that contained in the noble words of Tennyson
should have certain household duties assigned to
them, no matter how much additional service is " The woman's cause is man's; they rise or sink
paid for, or how large the establishment may be. Together, dwarfed or godlike, bond or free:
We should not train our children to despise honest For she that out of Lethe scales with man
laboror those who perform it. If we tell the boys The shining steps of Nature, shares with man
stories of the menial services performed by 'the His nights, his days, moves with hi.m to one goal,
pages and squires of old, before their knighthood, Stays all the fair young planet in her hands,-
labor need not, and will not, seem degrading. Be- If she be small, slight-natured, miserable,
sides, only a worker can feel for those who work, How shail men grow ? but work no more alone,-
and so learn, for the after-years,the secret of wisely Our place is much : as far as in us lies
governing them. We two will serve them both in aiding her,-

But now we are approaching the time when the Will clear away the parasitic forms
girl is That seem to keep her up, but drag her down,-

"Standing, with reluctant feet, Will leave her space to bourgeon out of all
Where the brook and river meet.' Within her-let her make herself her own

To give or keP, 10 live and learn and beA great change, physical and mental, is before her. AIl that not harms distinctive womanhood."A wise mother, or-failing that greatest gift of God
-a motherlv friend muet tell her somewhat of the -Education.

mysteries underlying life, and of the full, plain
meanings of the life in families, hitherto recognized
as a fact without realization of what its import
might be.

Henceforth, the purpose of her education should
be to lead her to consecrate herself-no weaker
word will do-to the fulfilment of God's purpose in
making her a woman. She must feel that she
must take care of her body--not seifishly, but be-
cause, if her life be a completed one, she will one
day be a wife and mother ; and, therefore, dare not
squander health which does not belong to herself
atone. She must make the most of the special
talents she possesses in .obedience to the same
guiding principle which makes her prepare herself
to be a helpmate to her husband and a wise mother
to her children. And, though the vocation of some

MANY a foe is a friend in dieguise,
Many a trouble a blessing most true,

Helping the heart to be happy and wise,
With love ever precious and joys ever new.

-Tupper.

A FARMER, bringing his son as a pupil was asked
by the schoolmaster what he intended to make of
the lad.

" Well, if he gets grace, we'll make him a minis-
ter."

" Ah "returned the achoolmaster, "if he gets
no grace, what then ? ",

" Then," said the father, " he maun just become
a schulemaister like yerself."
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Matheinatics.

Ail communications intended for this column should be
sent before the 2oth of each month to C. Clarkson, B.A.,
Sea/orth, Ont.

A SLIGHT omission was made in the heading of the
first part of this column in the issue of Feb. ist. The
first eleven solutions be!onged to the Entrance Examina-
tion Arithmetic given on page 283.

ARITHMETIC.

r. Find a number which leaves remainders 1, 2, and
3 respectively when divided by 7, 8, and 9 ; and the sum
of the three quotients= 570.

Solution :-7 of the No. = si Quotient +
« " =2nd " +4
"3rd " +4

:(Ir+½g+ 1) of No- =570+(j++ + 3)
72+63+56 o! No.=570+72+126+168

504 504
.191 times No.=57o× 5o4 +366=2876 46.
:.No =287646+191=1506.
Remark :-In this solution we have a fair example of

the Arith,,t tical Eguation, in the use of which pupils in
the second and third classes should be carefully drilled.
Sometimes one hears the strarge objection that such
solutions are algebra in disguise; and the implied state-
ment seems to be that every problem involving the use of
the equ ation must be algebraical. The fact is quite the
reverse, algebra is only generalised arithmetic, and
algebraical equations are only a higher kind of arithme-
tical equations. The empirical, disorderly solutions too
often seen, even in text-books, are really arithmetical
equations so disguised that they travel incog.

2. A might have got home in 1 cf the time he actually
took, if lie had only walked half a mile an hour faster
than he did. Had he, however, gone half a mile an
bour slower than he did he would have been 24 bours
longer on the road than he really was. How for had he
to walk ?

Solution
ist Case.-Time=¾ actual time; .rate would have

been= -5 actual rate ; i.e., increase on actual rate would
have been =¼ actual rate = /2 mile per hour.

Therefore actual rate must have been - 2 miles per
hour.

end Case.-Decrease of rate would have been =
mile on a rate of 2 miles per hour; .. decrease of speed=
4 actual rate.

:. Decrease speed - actual rate ; therefore increased
time on the road = 4 actual time ; in other words, the
increase of time = actual time = 21 hours.

:'. actual time=7J hours at 2 miles per hour;
:. distance traveled = 15 miles.

3 An hour after starting a train breaks down, and
spends another hour on repairs. Afterwards it runs ai
three-fifths ofits former rate and arrives three hours be-
hind time. The conductor observes that if the mishap
.had occurred fifty miles nearer the terminus, he would
have got his train in an hour and twenty minutes sooner.
Find the length of the trip.

Solution :-Decreased rate= regular rate ; therefore
incre tsed tim= .regular time ; that is the time lost =
2 regular time=4 hours on 50 miles

. schedule time=2 hours on 50 miles;
i.e. schedule rate=25 miles an hour; consequently

distance run before accident happened=25 miles.
At/er the accident.-Loss of time - I regular time= 2

hours ;
. regular time=3 bours ; and regular rate = 25 miles

per hour, .. distance after mishap-75 miles.
. whole trip=25+75 miles=îoo miles.

Remark.-These two solutions illustrate the applica-
tion of the important principle of Inverse Ratio. For
any given distance, every increase of speed produces a
decrease of time ; and the fractions expressing the rate
and the time are mutually reciprocal.

4. I have two debts, one of $4oo due in two years, the
other of $2,1oo due in eight years, both without interest.
I wish to give a mortgage without interest for the whole
$2,500. For what length of time should the instrument
be drawn, supposing money is worth 5% per annum
simple interest ?

Solution.-Interest = rTv principal = v principal.
Therefore discount = -r principal. Thus the discount

on $2, roo for a year = $îoo ; and the interest or $400
for a year = $20. Now the interest must be so arranged
as to cancel the discount. Hence we see by inspection
that one way of accomplishing this end is to pay the
$2,oo a year before it is due, and the $400 five years
after it is due. And this arrangement will exactly coin-
cide with the whole time, viz., eight years. Hence the
mortgage may be drawn for $2,500 and allowed to run
seven years without interest.

5. There are not quite 200 oranges in a case. Tley
can be exactly counted by twos, threes, fours, fives, or
sixes at a time. If counted' by sevens, there will, how-
ever, be five left. Find the number in the case.

Solution.--L.C.M. of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 = 60. Therefore
number in the case is a multiple of 6o, and less than 200 ;
z.e. it must be 6o, 120, or î8o. And on dividing these
three numbers by 7 we get remainders 4, 1 and 5 respec-
tively.

:*. 8o must be the number in the case.

The two following problems were omitted from the
February number.
devine

(2) The normal chord subtending a right angle at the
focus of a parabola is divided by the axis in the ratio 2:3.

P- L

Solution :-Draw PQ a normal to the parabola at P,
and QL perpendicular to the diameter thro. P. Then
SP=PL= 2NL=SQ.

But SG=SP, .. we have QG.QP=SQs - SP 2 =3SP 2.
QP 2 

-SQ
2 +SPs= 5SP2.

:. QG:QP= 3 :5, i.e., PG:GQ=2:3.
(5.) ABC is a right-angled triangle. A point D is tak-

en in the hyp., BC, and circles are deszribed about AB D,
ACD. If E, F are the middle points of the arcs AB,
AC, remote from D, prove that EAF is a straight line.

F

a~ e

Solution.-E is the middle point of BA
. Angle BDE=angle EDA, and :. angle BAE= angle

ABE.
Also angle FDA=angle FDC=angle CAF=angle

ACF. But angle EAD =angle BAD+ angle BAE= angle
BED+angle BAE.

And angle DAF = r80°- angle ADF - angle AFD
=go-angle CAF+ 90°-angle ACD
=angle BAE or angle ABE+angle ABD or angle

AED.
:. Angle EAD + angle DAF= angle ABE + angle BED

+angle DE A+ angle EAB.
=2 right angles.

E, A, F are collinear.

CORRESPONDENCE.

DEAR Si,-In the January number I notice a solution
of the " bankrupt problem," on page 217. I think Mr.
Flaherty's solution may be proved incorrect. Thus :-
Bankrupt's liabilities = $22857+, and his apparent assets
- 80% of this sum = $I8285. The problem says that

on $20,000 of his apparent assets he recovers only 8oc.
on the dollar. Now, where will this $20,ooo come from,
if his total assets are only $182854? Yours truly,

JEssiE C. GERRiE.
INGERsOLL, fan. 6'h.
[Perhaps he will apply for the appointment of a new

liquidator a la Central Bank, or perhaps visit his cousins
in the States. Will some of our correspondents ex-
amine this bankrupt and decide whether le is really " a
fraud " or not.]

MR. WM. McKAY, Rodgerville, contributed the fol-
lowing solution. We repeat the problen to which a
solution was formerly given :-A and B put in $3,400

into business; A's money was in 12 months, and B's 16.
On settlement A received $2,07o as his share, and B
$1,920. What capital did each invest ?

Let S = A's stock invested.
Then 34oo - S= B's.
S for 12 mo. = 12 S. for i mo.
3400 - S for x6 mo. =54400 - 16 S for 1 mo.
54400 -4 S.=total capital for i mo.
(2070+ 1920) - 3400=590 gain.

12S. 3S.- - or - Of 590 Asgi
54400- 4S. 13600 - S. A's gain =

2070 - S.

: 3S. of 590 2c70 - S.
13600 - S. I - i

1770 S. 2070 - S.
or--- __

36oo- S. -

S2 - 17440 S. + 28152000=0.
(S - i8oo) (S - 15640) =- o.

. S = $1800 or $1 5640 or A's share.

and $3400 1 64 - 16oo B's share of

stock.
S may also be found by a similar treatment of B's share

and gain.

MONO, Marnoch, Ont., sends for solution the fol-
lowing problems:-

i. A cistern bas two supplying pipes A and B, and a
tap C. When the cistern is empty A and B are turned on,
and it is filled in four hours. Then Bis shut and C turned
on, and the cistern is quite emptied in forty hours when,
lastly, A is shut and B turned on, and in stxty hours
afterwards the cistern is again filled. In what time
could the cistern be filled by each of the pipes A and B
singly ?

2. A speculator borrowed $5,ooo, whch he immedi-
ately invested in land. Six months afterwards bu sold
the land for $7,500, on a credit of twelve months, with
interest. Money was ai 6%. what is the speculator's profit
at the end of twelve months, at whicn time le pays-
$5,000.

3. How much may be gained by hiring money ai 5°/
to pay a debt of $6,4oo due in 8 months, allowing the
present worth of this debt to be reckoned by deducting
5/ per annum discount.

The EDITOR bas answered a number of private in.
quiries after the plan of the English and the American
Correspondence University. Their method of giving
instruction by mail in science, mathematics, and langu-
ages seems to be growing in favor with the large numbers
of students who are unable totake a regular college course.
Will Mr. Wm. Linton kindly repeat his problem which
las been mislaid ? All our patrons will do us a favor by
making their special wants known. Occasionally we
get hints that ibis column is pitched at too high a level,
and sometimes hints of the opposite character. We
must be guided by the actual necessfties of our sub-
scribers. Friends keep us posted ; and always send the
questions as well as references to text.books.

NEGATIVE RESULTS.

THE moral sensibilities of pupils may- be blunted
or destroyed by unwise action on the part of
teachers. An unmerciful punishment may inflic-
an injury for life. Dr. Carpenter says:-' Not
thing tends so much to prevent the healthful de-
velopment of the moral sense as the infliction o-
punishment which the child feels to be unjustf
and nothing retards the acquirement of the power
of directing the intellectual processes so much as
the emotional disturbance which the feeling of in-
justice provokes." A pupil accustomed to see
others treated brutally becomes hardened and
loses that acute sympathy with suTfering which is
the impelling force to service when such duty is
demanded. In cases where brutality is very fre-
quent, children may learn even to take delight in
suffering, thus nullifying moral culture, reversing
the moral law, and developing a demoniac rather
than a moral chararter. Denunciation, sarcastic
remarks, calculated to wound the sensibilities,
scoldings, uncharitableness, exhibitions of favorit-
ism, unnecessary rules and. commands, and all
forms of caprice upon the part of the teacher, have
a tendency to produce these negative moral re-
sults in the minds of the pupils. By a careless
distipline and a slip-shod administration of justice
in school, children grow up with little idea of self-
control, with their regulative faculties entirely un-
developed, and they often pass through life intent
upon the gratification of personal desirer, but en-
tirely insensible to the welfare of others.-Johon-
not.
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English.

AiL communications intended for thi column should be
sent ta W. h. Huston, care of THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, yoronto, not later than the 5th ofeach month.

ENTRANCE LITERATURE.
"THE GULF STREAM."-SUGGESTIVE NOTES AND

QUESTIONS.

BY W. H. HUSTON, M.A, English Master, To-
ronto Collegiate Institute.

To render the study of this extract interesting,
it should be made to deal as much as possible with
real things. To this end it will be well for the
teacher, while considing the lesson, to have before
his class a map of the world, or, better still, a
large globe. The causes and effects of air cur-
rents and water-currents might be brought out by
a judicicus combination of question and explana-
tion. A little time spent in the way of a les-
son in Physical Geography, will form a desirable
adjunct to the study of a selection that might
otherwise prove somewhat tedious.

One of the first things to be made sure of in
teaching any literary selection, is the acquisition
by each member of the class of a general under-
standing of the piece. The whole extract must,
therefÎre, be read over by each pupil, either at
home or in the class. It is often well, if the pas-
sage is read at home, to require the class to bring
in, on paper,a very briefand generalstatement'of its
substance. Several of these summaries might be
read in the class for the common benefit; the
others, or a few of them, if the teacher bas not
time to examine all, should be read by the teacher
at home. If the extract is read in the class, the
substance should be given orally. This is a good
exercise, but for the sake of exactness it is abso-
lutely necessary that the summaries of some of the
extracts should be written on paper by the pupil,
and afterwards carefully examined by the teacher.

After the meaning of the piece, as a whole, has
been grasped, each paragraph should be studied
separately, and the class should be asked to. state
the object of the paragraph, and also its subject.
It is wonderful to what extent a boy or girl can,
after a little practice, pick out, and state a:curately
and concisely, the central thought. Moreover, no
exercise is better suited to the needs of our boys
and girls whose fault in after life ie likely to be not
that they do not read enough, but that they do not
grasp the meaning of what they read, much less
think about it.

When the paragraphs have been considered, the
extract should be gone over a third time, and each
sentence, and afterwards each word, should be
carefully examined as to its exact meaning, and the
propriety of its position and use. Exercises
may, and should, be frequently gven in
changing the syntactical construction of the mem-
bers of each sentence, and the pupil should be
continually asked to decide concerning the rela-
tive value of different modes of expression.

As in ' The Gulf Stream" the connection of
the paragraphs, though well maintained, is some-
what obscure, a connected outline of paragraph
subjects is subjoined :-

I. The statement of the subject of discourse.
II. The effect of ocean currents où climate.
III. The difference between land climates and

sea climates.
IV. The effect of ocean climate on the inhabit-

anti of the sea, and on the wbrld at large.
V. The exemplification of this effect on the in-

habitants ofthe sea.
VI. The exemplification of this effect on the world

ai large.
VI I. The general cause of ocean currents.
VIII. A modifying element.
IX. A particular result of this modifying.cause

sren in the Gulf Stream.
X, The Gulf Stream at its source.
X l. The Gulf Stream further from ils source,and

the inanner in which its beat is retained.
XII. The amount of this heat.
XIII. The effect of the heat exemplified.
X'V. The after bistory of the Gulf Stream.

QUESTIONS AND NOTES.
PAR, I.

A river in the ocean. What is peculiar about
such a river ? In what respects (according to this

paragraph) does the Gulf Stream resemble an or-
dinary river ? lu what are there differences ?

In the severest . . . overflows. Notice the
similarity of the two clauses and the effect in the
way of contrast.

Mississipi or the Amazon. Tnese rivers are
respctively the longest and the largest in the
world.

lhe Gulf. . , seas. What quality is implied
by this statement ?

PAR. Il.
Are among the most im»ortant. What other

movements has the ocean ?
Constant. la this true?
Tius diminish. Explain more fully.
Extremes of. Why should these words not be

omitted ?
PAR. III.

The sea . . . land. What two meanings might
be taken from ibis sentence ?

Both. To what is the reférence?
Latitude. What is the original meaning of the

word ? Compare it with that of longitude.
Wliich is the greater (longer), the distance round
the poles or that around the equator ?

Varies. Compare the meaning of change and
vary.

With the elevation above. Explain what is
meant. Account for the fact.

The other . . . below. Explain the reason of
this phenomenon.

Zone. What does the word nean literally? Is
it ever used with this meaning?

PAR. IV.
Creatures. What does the word mean here ?
Dry land. Why is dry used here ?
Almighty hand. Give the meaning in one

word.
Decked the lity. Show what is meant. Why

does the writer speak of the lily and the sparrow
rather than the rose and the robin ?

Which decked . . . surround Ù. Explain why
different tenses are used in this sentence.

Creatures . . .*economy. What are the em-
phatic words? Wite sentences containing the
nouns of the sentence used in a sense different to
that in which they are here employed.

Therefore. What is the reason referred to ?
Safely. What is the danger referred to?
Offices and duties. Distinguish the meaning of

offces and dulies. Give other words bearing simi-
lar meanings.

Phenomena. Name any of these.
Exquisite. What would be the effect if dainty,

ne, or beautiful, were substituted for this word ?
Order . . . design. Explain what is referred to

in the words order and design.

PAR. V.
Arctic seas. What i8 the literal meaning of

Arctîc? Would it be an improvement to
substi. ute oceans for seas here ?

Coasts. Why is the plural used? Is the state-
ment ot this sentence truc of the western coist ?

Moderate. Distinguish as to meaning from
regulate and govern.

As . . . currents. Would it be an improve-
ment to insert the position of before thse ?

Fishes. Why is this word here better than
ßsh f

By . . . waters. Improve the position of this
phrase.

Delicate . . . productions. Such as are men-
tioned a little later.

W4rmir. With what i the comparison?
TAus . . . absence. Are both tAus and the

phrase by their absence required in the sentence?
Bermudas. These islande are noted for their

mild chmate? Where are they?
Shell-fish . . . formations. Give some informa-

tion about these.
Same latitudes. What African countries are in

the same latitud? as South Carolina ?
PAR. VI.

No Port . . . winter. How does winter affect
the Canadian seaports ?

Even. Show the appropriateness of this word
here.

Caibes . . . Chesapake. In what latitude are
tl'ese ?

This part of the coast. What part is meant?
Snow-storma andgales. What is the difference

between a storm and a gale I
Kept away. What is the force of this expres-sion?
Bound. Explain.
Afarel. To what is the reference?
Fable of An/aus. Antæus, the son of Neptune

and Terra (Earth), was a fabled monarch of North-
cru Africa. Being a giant of immense strength,he engaged in a conflict with Hercules. The lat-
ter, seeing that whenever Antîus touched the
ground he received new strength from his mother
earth, lifted him up in the air and squeezed him to
death in his armP.

Sometimes fal/s. Explain what is meant.

PAR. VII.
Partly. What other cause is there ?
Immense evaporation. Explain its cause.
Enormous. Distinguish as to meaning from

immense.
Proceeding far. To what does proceeding refer

grammancally ?
Diurnal motion. What is meant ? Describe

the other motions of the earth.
A thousand miles. Is this exactly correct ?
Thirty degrees. How mauy degrees are the

poles from the equator ?
Trade winds. Why so called?

PAR. VIII.

Uniform and constant. Distinguishun/ormand
constant as tu meaning.

PAR. IX.

From off Are both words necessary ?
And after . . . Cuba. Name the principal

countries and isands passed by the Gulf Stream in
its course.

PAR. X.

Ultramarine. The color prepared originally
from a minerai brought from ultra mare, i.e., " be-
yond the sea."

As far . . . Carolina. Could the position of
this clause be profitably varied ?

in the oxe. la the use of one inconsistent with
they ?

PAR. XI.

Cushion. Is this an appropriate word ?
Earth's Crust. Show that crust is a good

word.
Suggestive. Of what ?
Strikingly. What is meant by this word here ?
Convey. How does this word differ in meaning

from carry, bring, conduci and fetchI

Dispense. Why in this word better than dis-
perse ?

Non.conductors of heat. Heat passes slowly
through some bodies, which are therefore called
non-conducting.

PAR. XII.

Raise. What is meant by this word here ?
Column ofatmosphere. Explain the word col.

umn as here used.
PAR. XIII.

On its way to Europe. To what does ils re-
fer ?

Emerald Is/e The emerald is a beautiful stone
with a green tint.

Albion. What country is denoted by this
word ?

PAR. XIV.
Azores . . . Verd Islands. Point out these

islands on the mar.
Columbus Arstfound. Is frst in its proper po-

sition ?
Mean position. Define mean as to its significa-

tions, and write sentences in which it has other
meanings.

"QUEsTIONs and Answers " and " Question Draner »
are crowded out of this issue.
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Examination Pabers. Court - to-day. The boy - on a box, 2. Simplify 947+863-279+4876-270+689o+while he - out the plants. Any one who - 16-+32.
in a draft may take cold. The hen - on her 3. Multiply 520080 by 5004.COUNTY 0F PEEL PROMOTION net while the girl ---- the ten eggs under the 4. I bought three cows ; for two of them I gaveEXAMINATIONS. duck. $28 each ; and for the other $35. I gave in pay-JÏJNE, 1887. 4. Write sentences using the following words ment seventeen sheep at $3 75 each, and the restLITERATURE. correctly :-Lose, loose; bear, bare ; fair, fare; in money. How much money did I pay ?born, borne ; their, there; tail, tale ; nay, neigh ; 5. Make out the following bill:-25 yards ofFNRST CLASS TO SECOND, lest, least ; lead, led ; bread, bred. cotton at 9 cents a yard ; 36 yards of print at 15NOt- marks for each question ; 50 marks 5. Open your Reader at page 221, and write in cents; 4 dozen buttons at 1o cents a dozen ; 5count a full paper. your own words the substance of the lesson. spools of thread at 4 cens; 14 yards tweed ati. Explain:-Will bas a great fund of stories. $1.25 per yard; 12 yards gingham at ri centsThe lamb lingered near, and waited patiently till COUNTY OF LAMBTON PROMOTION and 4 yards braid at z cents.Mary did aPfear. EXAMINATIONS. 6. If a man buys 8o cows at $30 each, and selleA darng little girl whose acts and thoughts are JUNE, 1887. them at $42 each, how much does he gain ?ure as whitest snow. LITEATUR. 7. What number divided by 87 will give the sameA trap was baited. LITERATURE. quotient as 3926745 divided by 783?On thePoint of throwing it out of doors. SECOND TO THIRD CLASS. 8. If 12 inches make one foot, how many feet areShe was quite annoyed. Time, One Hour. there in 29738614500 inches ?

2. Change the italicised words in the fallowing 1. WRITE ten lines of Poetry from any piecè in 9. James paid 18 cents for a slate, 14 cents for awithout changing the meaning :-Floy was much your Second Reader. book, 22 cents for a knife, and $1.25 for a bat. HePleased to see her brother enjoy her Present. He 2. What is a Fable ? Write in your own words gave a $4 bill to pay for them all. What changeemployed the whole of one morning inPicking it to two Fables from Nsop. should he get back ?
Pieces. 3. Give Thackeray's answer to the question, 10. If a train runs 350 miles in 14 hours, how

3. Then wouldn't it be nicer "What is it to be a gentleman ?" far will it go from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. ?
For you to smile than pout, 4. " But it was soon over, and I then found my- Perfect work required in 1, 2, 3, and 7, Or noAnd so make sunsine in the bouse self at the bottom of a waterfall in a broad and marks. No. 5 worth 20 marks ; ail others 10 each:When there is none without. quiet river. Here I travelled on more leisurely 100 marks a full paper.Explain bow you can make sunshine in the ousefor some time. Then I was sud.lenly pushed into)wben there is none without. a narrow channel ; and just as I was wondering4. Repeat :-" top ! thop !itlbro" how it would end I was plunged into a dark deep ARITHMETIC.4. Repeat :- d Stop l Stop l little brook,' ? hole, where I had to grope and stumble amongst FIRST TO SECOND CIASS.or TWat does lile birdie say" the spokes of a great wheel that went splashing5. Tell how the boys and girls improved the round and round." i. How many are 250+seven hundred and oneschool bouse and school grounds. (i) What is the title of the lesson this is taken +i1o1+four hundred and fifty-eight+one thou-

from ? (2) What " was soon over "? (3) What is sand and one+99 ?LITERATURE. a " waterfall ? " Name one. (4) Name a " broad 2. Find the difference between 7120748 andSECOND CLASS TO THIRD. and quiet river." (5) What is meant by the "nar- 39804062.
i. Explain in your own words:- row channel "? (6) What is meant by the "great 3. Add 72043-O765+2341-76o4.+243-946+
(a) " Alone, uncared for amid the throng of wheel"? 72-56

human beings." 5. Re-write the following, putting other words 4. John has $475. He gave James $29, Harry,(b) " Heeded the glance of her anxious eye.,, m the place of those italicized :-" But I was nt $83, Mary, $20, and the rest to Thomas. How
(c) "Nor offered a helping hand to her." to stay there long that time." "A vast foaming much did Thomas get ?

billow shook me off from its crest." "A gust of 5. Three men build a factory which costs $42750.
(d) "Gayest laddie of aIl the group." lwsakm f rmiscet"" u/o The first gave $111725, the second $1648o. How(e) "He paused and whispered." wind cauglit me and carried me aloft." Th fistge $1175 the s
(f) "Glad in the freedom of ' School let out.'" AIl to take 1, 2, 3, and either 4 or 5. much did the third pay ?(g) Sombod's mthe bowd hr hed."6. John bas 440 sheep, James, 215, and William(g) "Somebody's mother bowed ber bead." CMOIIN a smn stt.Hwmn aete lo2. Give meanings of:-Carriage, hastened, slip- COMPOSITION, has as manyas uoth. How many have they alto-pery, recent, well content. SECOND TO THIRD CLASS. gthe ?
3. (a) Why was this old woman deserving of Time, i>• Hours. How many had 5 9 d os?help ? b. Name six parts of a house, Eelling what they 8. A man bought a watch and chain for 132 do!-(b) Who are meant by tbe dmmerry troop " ? are made of; or where they are used ; or what is lars, and sold them for 2oo dollars. He gained r6(c) What is most 10 be admired in the gayest their shape. do'lars on the chain. How much did he gain onladdie of aIl tbe group ? 2. Fill blanks in the following:-Once where the watch?4. What is a fable? Mention the names of the - was very dry, a - crow - every- 9. How long a string do I need ta go round athree fables and give the substance of any one of where - for - but - could not - a - . barn 8o feet long and 40 feet wide ?them. - she was- d ead with --. She - a jug 1o. One of the townships has 9753 people in it.me (a) Why was the dog in te manger" a - fi.led with There are five times as miny in the whole county.mean cur? did the fo th3. Write words with each of the following to tell How many people live in Lambton(b) Why did the fox say the grapes were sour? what sort of a thing it means:-Sugar, butter, a Time, two hours. Each question valued at 12(c) If not sour-what wa their taste ? lior, paper, coal, water, glass, flour, rai, and dust. marks, and 100 marks to be counted a full paper.6. Give mcanings of s- 4. Place words with the following to tell what Perfect work in 1, 2, 3, and 7, or no credit.(a) "Not content witb s0 slow an income."1 cacti does.-A dog . A soldier _. A(b) "Escaped through the meshes of the net." farmer - A bird -- A horse -. Place
(c) "Too much freedom breeds contempt." words with the following to tell what they d GEOGRAPHY.
(d) "Honest fellow give this wise advice." The cat - . The sea -. The fire -. The THIRD TO FOURTH CLASS.(e) 'Tortoise plodded on and arrived at the flower -. The teacher - . Use differeLt i. Name the continents in the Northern Hem-goal." words in each case. isphere. What bounds this bemnisphere on the(/) Luscioup, vineyard, dizzy height. 5. In each of the following combine the two south ?
7. Write sentences, using correctly the following sentences so as to make one:-(a) The man ran 2. What are the dimensions of the earth? De-words :-Bad, bade, hall, haul, prize, pries, rose, for a policeman. The man saw the murder. (b) scribe ils motions; state the effects caused byrows, rocs. The boy picked ail the flowers. He saw the these motions.flowers in the garden. (c) This is the cow. The 3. Name the Zones. In which of them do weCOMPOSITION. cow tossed my dog. live? Give a list of the chief animale found in6. Write-('' James hurt John," "Thomas struck each.THIRD TO FOURTH CLASS, Biil," "Mary learned her lesson,") by pitdttn, 4 Through what waters would a schooner passi. Mr. Jons pays Mr. Brown $30, which seules James, Thomas, and Mary at the end of the sen- in going from Montreal to Chicago?the acconunt lly. Mr. Brown then pays Mr. tence instead af the beginning, and yet have the 5. Name the provinces of Canada, and give theEvans $16 which seutles only part of Mr. Evans' sentences mean the same as now. chief occupations of the people living in each.account. Write out Mr. Brown's receipî t Mr. 7. Write a letter of at least eight lines to a 6. Define canal, glazier, peninsula, repiblic,Jon.s, and Mr. Evans' wo Mr. Brown. friend, telling hini how you would like to spend source of a river, torrent, sound, archipelago,
2. Write the following wards supplying the your holidays. 1 rapids.omitted letters: He'd, you've, they've, 'mongst, Twelve marks for each, except 7, which is worth 7. Name the cilies of Ontario, and give theirmayn't) 20, if correct in form, spelling and grammar. 75 respective situations.wt (a) Fi rie blanks in the folowing sentences marks a ull paper. 8. Make a list of the bays and gulfs on the east-wiîh raise, rise, rose, or risen : r ebado aaaThe river bas - a great deal. I saw the ern seaboard of Canada.sun -- . ARITHMETIC. 9. Name the rivers emptying into Lake Winni-I can not - this stick. Has the dougb -- ? SECOND TO THIRD CLASS. peg, and the chief river of the St. Lawrence.I - as soon as you call m e. Time, Two Hours. 10. What states of the United States border on() Fil the blank in the following sentences Ei Lake Erie, and the Atlantic Ocean respeetively.w b)ith si t he r set s - the senten es ev n Expesse n h osad a.and mn figures, a ue, 75 --Any seven questions to count a fullwith site or sets :-seventy-scven thousand and sevea. paper.
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School-Room Methods.

FOR A COMPOSITION.

DIREcTION.-Have pupils combine the sentences
of each group into one, and then unite the whole to
form a narrative.

i. Willie was a poor boy.
He was employed in Scotland to keep sheep.
A severe snow storm overtook him.

2. He kept up a long time.
. The snow fell fast.

He lost ail traces of the road.
Night found him alone on the bill with his

sheep.

3. A fatal drowsiness came over him.
He lay down among his sheep.
He never expected to wake again.

4. More sheep came and huddled around him.
Their bodies were warm.
They kept him from freezing to death.

5. A party went in search ofhim.
They found him.
He was surrounded by a dozen old sheep.
They wished to keep themselves warm.
They kept warmth and life in Willie.

-N. Y. Schooljournal.

AN EXERCISE IN DECIMALS.
BY WM. S. HOWELL.

DIVIDE 20.36736 by 300, 6000, 20, goooo, etc., by
short division or mentally.

Pupils who have been taught to divide by cut-
ting off the cyphers in the divisor, will try to do the
above class of problems by the same method cut-
ting the same number of /igures from the right hand
of the dividend. They will thus get their decimal
point in the wrong place.

Teach that cutting off cyphers from the right
hand of a whole number is removing the decimal
point just so many places to the left in it, and that
when they cut off from the divisor they should
remove the decimal point in the dividend the same
number of places to the left-

In division of decimals I always leave the points
in their own proper places, and denote the " poini
removed" by a comma, thus : 400),02.3428

7,000)4,263.56 ,00.5857
,6o9.oS

This method of using points, shows not only
what is to be done, but also how it is done ; besidei
errors in placing the decimal point in the quotien
are more easily detected, and avoided. The re
duction to decimals of such vulgar fractions ai
41 r , etc., may readily be done b,
the above method.

17 4,000),017.00 ào,ooo),ooi6. etc.
4000 ,004.25 ,ooo8.?
I believe this is a good addition to the ordinar

run of drill exercises in decimals, and as it is on
that I have never seen treated ac, I thought it migh
be of interest to my fcllow teachers.

SOME NUMBER WORK.

FIRST PRIMARY " B " CLASS, OWOSSO FOURTI

WARD.-MISS GOULD, TEACHER.

THE teacher stood at the board and wrote ver
rapidly the following :-+iX6÷3+4- 2=. A
soon as the sign of equality was made nearly ever
pupil of the class of twenty-five put up a hand t
give notice that he was ready with an answer. W
give but one more equation to show the characte
of the work ; 25÷5-3X8÷4-2=?

After a number of these had been worked wit
remarkable facility and accuracy, the class solve
problems which were given by the teacher, an
which were but easy home-like applications of th
abstract number work.

The pupils next passed to the board and wro
numbers Arabic and Roman ; the former to 5o
the latter to 100.

The class then added the following:-

The 'class next stepped back to position. The le
teacher asked ail of them to close their eyes while
she put the following equation on the board :-2× T
8÷4-2+7= At a signal aIl looked and the strife t
was animated to see which should be first to give
the correct answer. After one or two more of a
these exercises the pupils were excused, having
been at lively work for fifteen minutes.

The movements of the class were rapid but a
quiet, the teacher's tone low, and the pupils *ere a
not permitted to stand idle a moment. The class
at this time had had nearly one year's work in
school. Rapidity and accuracy of work had been
made prominent parts of training. The teacher v
stood before her class a portion of the time, and in t
other parts of the room part of the time. The time
occupied in the recitation was about fifteen min- fi
utes.-The Moderator. s

SOME EXAMINATIONS IN ARITHMETIC. ,

[Notes taken during a morning spent with As-
sistant Superintendent Jones, of New York city, in
his examination of primary classes.]

SIXTH GRADE.

THE children of this grade had learned to write
numbers up to ninety. Many of the numbers they
had learned were written on the board out of their
regular order.

After a little preliminary talk, calculated to make
the children feel happy and at ease, a row of boys
were asked to stand, and each boy read the num-
ber to which the superintendent pointed. Among
the numbers written was 07, which puzzled one
little fellow, but his next neighbor read it aright,
and when asked why he called it seven, said,
"Because the nought is on the left hand side."

" And what does nought mean ?" asked the
superintendent.

"Nought means nothing," was the reply.
"Now let us see how well you can add," said

the superintendent, taking up the numeral frame.
First he moved out two balls on the top wire, and

one on the next below, and the boys said very
readily, " Three,"

Two more on the third wire were moved out
under the three, and the boys said. " five," and so
they went on by twos to nine, but at thirteen they
began to falter, and only a few were able to climb
up to seventeen and nineteen. Again they started
with two and went along very nicely over the even
numbers to the teens, where their difficulties again

t increased as they approached twenty, showing
that their small minds were getting beyond their

s depths. Beginning with ten the superintendent
moved one hall away and asked how many were
~'leit.

" Nine," was the ready answer.
Another was subtracted an then anothei until

the whole row was moved across, and the class
y came down to nothing with great alacrity.

e FIFTH GRADE.

t This class had learned to read numbers up to
nine hundred, and among the combinations put on
the board to test their powers of perception were
oo1, o6o, oo6, 6o8, 9oi.

But the girls had been drilled on these, and were
H not to be caught by noughts at the left.

Then followed a little mental arithmetic, some-
thing like this:-

y " Three cents and two cents are how many ?"
.s " Five cents." "And two more?" 'l Seven."
y " And three more ?" " Ten." " And four more ?"
O etc., up to twenty-five.
e " What do we call twenty-five cents? this little
ýr girl."

" A quarter of a dollar."
h "Suppose your mother sends you out to buy
d something, and gives you a quarter, and you spend
d three cents, how many will you have left ?"
te " Twenty-two cents."

"And suppose you spend three more out of that,
te how many will you have left ?"
o, " Nineteen."

"If you spend two more ?'

"Sevenleen."
And two more?"

"Fifteen."
"And three more ? " etc., down to two.
"And now suppose, having two cents left, you

O out and spend three, how many will you have

This was too much for the bright little girls.
hey aIl said, "none," and had to be told that if

hey had only two cents they couldn't spend three.
" Now tell me how much two apples at two cents

piece will cost ?"
" Four cents."
"How much will five apples cost at one cent

piece ?" " At two cents apiece ?" " Bought six
pples at two cents apiece, how much did I pay ?'

SECOND GRADE.
(Skipping ths intervening grades, Supt. Jones

went to the second grade, next to the highest in
hie primary,)

The girls hore had learned to multiply with one
gure, and were beginning to work with two. The
uperintendent gave them the following examples
n written arithmetic :-

i. Suppose a man buys 7,569 barrels of flour, and
pays $9.oo per barrel, how much does he pay ?

2. Suppose a man bas money in tWo banks, in
ne he bas $49,298, and in the other $78,307, how

nuch more bas hie in one than in the other ?
NOTE. -Superintendent Jones frequently 'catch-

es" a class by giving the larger number after the
smaller, but this class was not to be caught that
way.

3. A man bought a bouse for $27,060, furniture
for $4,709, a stable for $15,875, horses for $1,05o,
and a carriage for $1,897, how much did aIl cost ?

The teacher was then requested to hear them
in the multiplication.table, which she did, asking,
" How much are three eights, six nines, seven
threes ? etc.

FIRST GRADE.

Two classes in the first grade were examined,
one of boys and one of girls.

The girls were tested with the following
i. A man bas $78,c96 which he is going to divide

among twenty-five girls. How much will each girl
get ? Every girl got the answer.

z. I want to divide four apples among a number
of boys, giving a quarter to each boy. How many
boys must there be to receive the apples after tak-
ing one quarter away ?

On this the girls failed. Having all they could
do to take care of the sixteen quarters they forgot
about the one that was withdrawn and answered
" sixteen " instead of fifteen.

3. A lady gave ber little girl a party and bought
a gallon of ice cream to treat them with. How
many little girls must there have been. to eat up
the cream if each girl ate a gill ?*

The teacher was then asked to give the class a
couple of examples, and she gave the following :-

1. Bought 706 tons of coal and paid 590 cents a
ton ; how much did the coal cost ?

2. Bought 2 galon vinegar at five cents per
pint ;hnw much did it coat ?

The boys of the same grade were given the fol-
lowing:-

i. A man had one-half a dollar and one dime;
how many oranges could he buy if each orange
cost one-half a dime ?

2. A man worked aIl the month of February, and
another man worked aIl the month of March.
Each received a dollar a day; how much more did
one receive than the other ?

3. Two boys made snowballs, and standing back
to back threw them in opposite directions. One
boy threw his snowball seventy.five feet, the othcr
threw his one hundred feet. How far would a boy
have to walk from the time he picked up the first
one until be picked up the second ?

Ail the classes mentioned were examined in
spelling by their teachers, and their writing, both
on slates and in copy-books, was shown to the
superintendent before the work in arithmetic be-
gan.-N. Y. Schooljournal.

A problem which Superintendent Jones used to give last year.
was as follows :-' A man had three cats which were fond of catch-
ing rats. The first could catch as many rats as it had eyes and
feet; the second as oany as it had eyes ears, and feet, and the

third three times as many as did both of tie others, hlow many did
the third one catch ?"

315
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BUSINESS NOTICES. views and impressions. What is being done? Conlributors' De
WE direct attention to the advertisement, 16th What is being left undone? In regard to the bartment.

page, of the " Concise Imperial Dictionary," It latter, whose is the blame, and what the remedy?
is our intention to handle this Dictionary in con- But what is included in moral training? We HO W O REGULT THERSP.
nection with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the are constntly meeting with statements and TH W. i. SIPr WOlYERoN.
best binding, and the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL opinions in regard to this with whicb we cannot TE art inyorst ssewill n t
for one year, both for $5-50, plus 14 cents for concur, or, rather, which seem to us to be partial
postage.and misleading, if not radically defective. It yuger members of the profession, of whomay deduct the amount they paid for one ye said, for instance, that in every well-conducted the writer is one.send the balance, and have the book at once. school a process of moral training must be To many, if not to aIl, the proposal is a mattersendthebal nce an hae t e b ok t o ce. going an continuously. The cbildren are con- of vital importance ; to the young aspirants it

TEAHER' NSTTUTS.strained to farm habits of order, of obedience, would be no doubt somewhat of a drawbackTEACHERS' bsn ati om an r while by the older ones already engaged in teac THE Semi-Annual Meeting of the West Victo- an sa on th anot o ts it d, ing it would be welcomed as a step toward the
ria Teachers' Aassociation, will be held in Wood- elevation of the profession, in mental if not invill, o Thusda andFriay, arc istandwithout receiving a most valuable moral training financial attainment. The great majority of ourville, on Thursday and Friday, March 1st and in the process.

Habit, no doubt, is an important factor in oe yThe Peel Association will meet at - - formation of character, or, perhaps more cor- to make it a means ta wbat by them is consideredon the saBe days. rectly bears an important relation ta it. But a higher end, as Medicine, Law, or Theology.The Waterloo Association will meet at Gat, habit, whether of bodily or of mental action, is Why is it thus ?
on Thursday and Friday, March 8th and 9 th. not morality-it most assuredly is not the highi- Why is teaching fast becoming a mere stepping-The North Simcoe Association will meet at n ear o t it e a stone toards sine other sphere oflife ? There

on the sarhe days.which se tou to be p artial
Dr. McLellan will attend the West Victoria truism, but it is, nevertheless, we are persuaded, ais vo re aons each a profe

saidhforyinstc, that oaitandserimal-cniducte-dso eueaieeog orti e fe

and Nrth Simcoe Associations; Mr. Tilly thoseare
of Peel and Waterloo. lated to motive. In other words, that can be adbe rme by eriec efficie woreWe regret that we have been unable to wearn true moral training which does lot operate di- n bo ntr esous o a lansalye ctly upon tbe moral nature, tbe conscienceAssoplcts are the mee ae tat sense of right and wrong which is tha pressing forward, legally prepared according toAssociations_______are__ta__ higbest attribute of bumanity, whether in child- the Regulations o the Department to teac,

oad or in adult age. OtheT things being equal, and who offer theio services at any price, thisEditorial. the test of genuine*mooality niust be applied would not be the case, for were tbeir time of
tw the principle or motive that underlies and preparation lengthened they-would become moreTORONTO, MARCH IST, 1888. rulates the conduct. Evewy one knows that matured and efficient, and beginning at a later
the samne action in two different individuals age would necessanîly expect tbe wage o a mar

MORAL TR 1dNING. WHAT IS IT.? may be prompted by very different motives. It and flot af a child.
THE vexed questiot of religious teaching in the is conceivable, for instance, that several schaol But of greater importance than the financialchools is, we observe, again being discussed in cbildren of the samne age may be equaîy or- elevation of the profession is its mental and moralThe Toronto Ministerial Association. This is well. derly, industrious, and obedient; but that in elevation. Are young men and women capableThere is no better mode of eliciting truth than orie tbe habit may be tbe almost mechanical of elevating the children when they are butbat of ful, frank friendly discussion. We can- outcome of careful training fom early years; children tbemselves. ? I remember wen just

not but think it must be because there bas not in another it may be prompted by fear of entering the profession being introduced by aeen enougb of sucb disçussion in the past, punisment; in another by love of praise, or friend to an old man, who upon learning that I>r that many ministers and cthers have not suf- hope of reward, or ambition to excel; and, in was a teacher, exclaimed, "lA boy among boys."ciently attended to the teachings of reason and another, from a strict sense of duty, a desine to Though only nineteen years of age at thai time,xpenience in tbe matter, that it can, at this late do rigbt because it is right, and so on. Nor I considered myself a man because I was aay be seriously prposed t have the civil can it be doubted tbat there is qually wide teache. But since I have grown more expei-Wovernment of a Canadian province engage in vaiety in the class of motives habitually ap- enced and leaned ore ef wat teaching shouldhe distinctive work of the Christian Church. pealed ta by different teachers, and that tbe mean, I can, laaking back on my first yearu
But while there are still serious différences of value of tbe moral training imparted by themn work, see that the old man was right, and thatpinion as to the'propriety of religious instnuc- sHould be graded accodingly. the work I did was to a great extent that of a boyion being made compulsony in all schools, Witheut enlarging upon this obvious distinc- among boys.hene is probably none as ta the duty hf insisting tion, the point we wish to make will be, we Not until men reach an age of matuity are theypoe having a sound and positive moral training think, obvious. And it is one which cannot allowed to enter many of our important positions-mparted in tbem. However wut of place it may be made toa teat or put too strongly. The Wby sbould the sae maturity fot be nequirede for the seculan authority to pronounce upan only moral training which is wothy of the name, in a sphere of life of vital importance, flot anlylie fitness of its licensed teachers to expound and whicb can be relied on ta afi'ord a solid to individuals but ta the nation ? True, somnelie Scriptulres neligiously, it is centainly in its basis of good characten, is the training of the are as well prepared to teach at sixteen as otbersower to inquire into the moral character of conscience. The truly moral habit in youth or are at twenty-one. But even if the majority weevery applicant for license. It bas, in fact, a t- age, is the habit of asking at al times, and s0 fitted at sixteen, and those who are nt fittedrays pnofessed ta do so, with what degree hf under aIl circumstances, as te first and the til they reach twenty-ne were theminanitywouîdtrictness we must leave aur readens to judge. nuling question, Is it rgtr And this habit evey fot this maj-3rity be still better qualified for thet is, however, a mott interesting and impor- teacher wortby of the nae will strive assidu position at twenty-ane years of age than at six-

Lnit question, IlWhat is the kind and extent af ously ta formi in every pupil, not sa much by teen, bath as regards mental ability, and the stillîe positive moral training that is being imparted reiteyated precepts or preachments, as by con more necessary qualification, discretion ?the public schools of Canada?" It might be stant practical appeals ta the conscience as the To many i aur young students about ta enterseful if inspectons, and others who have op supreme guiding principle in asl the little daily the profession the fixing of the legal age forrtunities for observation, wauld state thein and haurly incidents of schoal life. entering at twenty-ane wauld present oeione
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drawbacks. Many, whose finances are limited,
could not maintain themselves at school until
that age, consequently they would be obliged to
grasp something yielding quicker returns. Others
who were determined to adopt the profession as
their life work would not allow this obstacle to
hinder them, but would illustrate the motto,
" Where there's a will there's a way." Hence
in a short time our schools would be filled with
men and women who, knowing this to be their
life work, wculd put forth all their energies for
success. Since perseverance is an important and
necessary characteristic of the efficient teacher,
the regulation in question would cause all those
who had not sufficient courage to go on to the
end to withdraw,and would thus save them from
failure after having commenced and left their
damaging influence in the schools.

All will agree that the work of the teacher is
not now as it used to be. In former times, a
fair knowledge of reading, writing and arith-
metic,seemed sufficiept for all practical purposes;
but now he who would gain influence in life,
who would become useful to society and a bless-
ing to himself and others, must not be content
with meagre or superficial acquirements. He
must be able to bring to his life work, of what-
ever kind, a well-stored mind and fully developed
reasoning and perceptive faculties. The develop-
ment of these faculties should begin in child-
hood under close and careful training, and be
continued under wise directigi until the pupil
reaches maturity. Are those who, are themselves
but boys and girls, whose faculties are not yet
fully developed, capable of directing the minds
of others 7 Should children, reared in homes
where they have ever been under the training
and guardianship of those whose minds are ma-
tured, be placed under the tutorship of those
whose own minds are still undeveloped, inex-
perienced, and incapable ? That was a pertinent
question of the little girl on shipboard, who on
being asked by a gentleman to go with him to
shore, responded with, "Can you swim ?" The

same question in another form should be put to

every one who asks to be entrusted with the
mental and moral guardianship of numbers of
children and youth.

But some will say that by fixipg the age at
twenty-one, instead of eighteen, we are cutting
off many of the young who are unable . to con-
tinue their studies to so late ai period, and who,
if allowed to enter the profession earlier, would

become, after a few years' experience, capable

and useful teachers. This may be true, but the

number of those thus cut off would be small

while those to whom it was possible to-maintain

themselves until twenty-one, would find thi

regulation a benefit rather than an injury, no
only because they would bring to the work

greater mental abilities, but having attained

wisdom and discretion, they would be able t

so succeed in the work from the outset as no

to find it so disagreeable as many now do.

The teaching profession, the profession of al
professions in influence, is injureç by the with

drawal of many who failed, simply because by j
reason of immaturity they were not fitted for
the cares and responsibilities of the teacher.

The above is submitted with all due respect

to the young candidate and coming teacher.
The writer is but of legal age himself, and bas
not been wholly unsuccessful as a teacher. But
he knows that if he had not commenced the
work until now, he might in a much shorter time
have become a more efficient teacher.

HOW NOT TO DO IT.
BY FIDELIS.

DR. BAIN AND THE ENGLISH CLASSICS.
"In this life we want nothing but facts, sir, nothing

but facts I "-MR. GRADGRIND, in Hard Times.

,AN amusing example of the " wooden " style
of criticism is that afforded by the " efforts " at
poetic criticism indulged in by the logical and
erudite Professor Alexander Bain, of Aber-
deen, one of the last people, one would think,
to undertake the rôle of poetic critic. Here,
however, is a sample of the entertainment in
store for his readers, a sample given by a writer
in the " Contributor's Club " of the Atlantic
Monthly. It is taken from an elaborate critique
of Shelley's " Skylark." He thus proceeds to
vivisect the two exquisite nes-

In the golden lightning
0f the sunken Sun."

whereupon he thus discourses : " The 'golden
lightning' seems a doubtful conjunction. The
meaning is made more consistent if we read
' lightening,' an emendation actually adopted
by Chambers. The 'sunken sun ' scarcely con-|
tributes to a picture of glorification (sic) ; the
word 'sunk' is associated with depression
and pathos. No doubt the poet sought to vary
the common designation of the ' setting sun'."

Here is another equally entertaining, on
Milton-

"The broad circumference
Hung on his shoulders like the moon."

Such a metaphor as this is too much for the
rational Dr. Bain, and he accordingly remarks,
with grave disapprobation-"Anything compar.
able to the rpoon could not be supposed to be on
the back of any imaginable figure !" The term,
'moon-faced," would, it may be supposed,

equally come under the disapprobation of this
severely scientific critic.

Dryden's great Ode on St. Cecilia's Day fares
no better-

From harmony, from heavenly harmony,
The universal frame began."

Dryden," he says, " has probably been
caught by the double meaning of ' harmony,'
namely, as musical quality and an orderly ar-
rangement, being opposed to confusion or
chaos, At all events, as regards the two first
lines (sic), he bas made the mistake of referring,
without any authority, the origin of the world to
music l"

One feels inclined to exclaim with the old
Scotchman, " Do ye no ken a figger o'speech?"

s We can imagine the havoc such a critic would
t make with Shakespeare's metaphors-" A hand

open as day to melting charity;" " The native
hue of resolution sicklied o'er with the pale
cast of thought ; " and many another strong and

o vivid figure, which this critical Gradgrind would
t find equally hard to square with scientific facts.

It is little wonder if he finds. some of Bacon's
noblest sentences " high sounding nonsense."

l To a man who has so little comprehension of
* metaphor-theverymother tongueof poetry-the

greater part of poetical diction must be indeed
'high sounding nonsense ! "

Vet this book-the value of which as a guide
o poetical criticism may surely be guaged in no
slight degree by the above extracts-is actually
prescribed as a text-book by our educational
authorities, and a text-book, too, for the guid-
ance of mur young teachers! Of course the
book is not absolutely destitute of good points.
Its system of approaching literature rather from
the side of concrete illustration than that of ab-
stract principles, is, so far, good. But the best
system in the world would not make a man
who was blind to color and form a good art
critic, and neither can it make a good literature
critic out of a mere logician. There are certain
qualities that don't, ordinarily, at least, "go to-
gether."

A writer in the Nineteentk Century, Mr. Chur-
ton Collins, bas lately called attention to the
" wretched system of word-mongering and
pedantry," in which real criticisin, as the teach-
ing of literature, has been " killed by philology."
By this system,literature "had been reftrded,not
astheexpression ofartand genius,butasmere ma-
terial for the study of words-asmere pabulum for
philology." Even rhetorical criticism, as a sub-
ject of teaching, is confined to what is known in
elementary schools as analysis. "Æsthetic and
philosophical criticism is without recognition at
all."

Of course, as Mr. Collins remarks, the ' inter-
pretation of literature includes verbal analysis,
analysis of form and style,-analysis of sentiment,
ethics, and thought." But, as he goes on to say,
" the mistake commonly made is to attach too
much importance to the first, to deal with the
second very inefficiently, and to neglect the third
altogether."

In Canada we need to be on our guard against
this narrow and mechanical kind of literature-
teaching, and certainly such a book as that of
Dr. Bain is utterly misleading, so far as criticism
of imaginative literature is concerned. In order
trulv to teach or to criticise any literature into
which imagination largely enters, it is necessary
to possess some imagination, and no one so en-
tirely destitute of it can be a safe guide in the
flowery paths of literature. Mr. Collins tells us,
truly enough, that " you cannot expound the
' Ode to a Skylark,' or the ' Eve of St. Agnes,"'
though Dr. Bain, as we have seen, tries to do
the first alter a notable manner. But the man
who has no poetry in himself cannot teach otheis
to appreciate its beaut-es, any more than the
man who " has no music in himself" can help
others to appreciate that divine art. Such a
teacher of literature can only make masers pe
dants, and scholars prigs.

The writer quoted from the Atlantic Monthly
is not the only one who has called public atten-
tion to the vicious principles of Dr. Bain's criti-
cism. Mr. Barrett, in the London Aeademy, bas
discussed the two books on " Teaching English,'
and " English Composition and Rhetoric," and
declares, very plainly, that " the chief object that
seems likely to be served by them is that they
should be examples to the end of time, of how
* English' never sbould be taught, and never
could be taught." We would earnestly com-
mend this matter to our educational authorities,
as one of no little consequence to the future of
Canadian literature and Canadian culture. We
have not too many poetical and imagination-fos-
tering influences in this new country, and the
teacher who should draw from such criticisms
the idea that poetical imagery is to be squared-
à la Gradgrind-with prosaic fact, would teach
our " young ideas" (pace Dr. Bain) to " shoot"
into very dry and "wooden " sticks indeed!
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iLiterature and Science.

BETIER IHAIN GOLD.

BETTER than grandeur, better than gold,

Than rank or titles a hundredfold,
Are a healthy body, a mind at case,
And simple pleasures that always please.

A heart that can feel for a neighbor's woe,
And share in his joy with a friendly glow,
With sympathies large enough to infold
Ali men as brothers, is better than gold.

PREHISTORIC RESEARCHES IN SOUTH-
EASTERN SPAIN.

Two Belgian engineers, Messrs. Siret, are about
to' publish the important results of their extensive
arcbological researches in Spain, which extend
over the coast from Carthagena to Almeria. The
oldest remains belong to the neolithic period.
Tnere is not a trace of metal to be found in these
ancient habitations. The implements consist of
polished axes, perforated shells, pottery, grinding
stones, chipped flints, and primitive walls of stone.
In anoher clases of sites which belong to a more
recent period, remains of copper and a few bronze
implements were found. The inhabitants lived in
stone bouses, the stones being cemented by earth.
Flint implements, particularly arrow heads and
knives, ornamented pots, bone points, and nu-
merous copper celts, were found in the bouses.
Cremation was practiced to a considerable extent
by the people of that period. Copper ores and
scoriæ proved that they practised the art of
smelting.

In a later period fortified villages, with walls
made of stone and mud, were built on the tops of
the hills. In the space surrounded by the walls,
the ruins of burnt bouses, implements, remains of
grain which was kept in clay pots, cloth made of
broom, and handmilis were found. Flint was used
only for making saws. The dead were buried in
natural caves, or in stone boxes under the houses
or near them.

At the end of the copper period the inhabitants
still lived on the tops of steep bills, in fortresses.
The implements consisted of, the same material,
but, besides, moulds for casting copper, ivory, gold,
and silver, were found. Over twelve hundred
graves belonging to this period were opened. All
of them were situated in the bouses, and consisted
either of small chambers of stone, of atone boxes, or
of huge clay pots with rounded bottom and wide
mouth. The largest of these are over three feet
long and two feet wide. The skeletons are doubled
up, hands and knees being pressed against the
chin. Sometimes husband and wife are found in
the same urn. The study of this vast amount of
material will be 1-ighly interesting. Virchow points
out that part of this ancient culture is probably
due to Phenician influence.--Zeitschr, fur Eth-
nolgie, 1887, No. v; Science.

" A CRISIS IN TRIOLETS."
IN " Victorian Poets',' Mr. Stedman remarks that

an heroic crisis is needed to turn the British Muse
to more serious, ambitious and creditable work
than the composition of ballades, rondeaux, and vers
de société. To this Mr. Andrew Lang bas retorted
in Longman's Magazine that broken national eggs
are too high a price to pay for better poetical ome-
lettes, and that even if the eggs be broken, there is
no guarantee that the omelette will be improved.
Our Civil War did very little for American poetry,
he thinks. To this criticism Mr. Stedman replies in
The Critic of Feb. 11, under the heading. of " A
Crisis in Triolets." He says:-" Mr. Lang's grave-
and-gay deprecation of a confessedly empirical pre-
scription for the benefit of new English poetry
scarcely betrays a close reflection upon the nature
of "an heroic crisis," or upon the history of our
American crisis in particular. The latter did not
begin, as he implies, with the War for the Union
in 1861. That was the beginning of the end. It
began with the first issue of Garrison's Liberator,
A.D. 1831. Thereafter, for thirty years, we had
our time of storm and stress. American passion,
thought, imagination, were intensely stimulated

There was a radical and transcendental movement HELP ONE ANOTHER.
n politics, social discussion, lterature. The fer- " HELP one another,' the snowflakes said,
nent certainly gave impulse and motion to the As they cuddled down in their fleecy bed;
natural powers of Whittier, Emerson, Longfellow, " One of us here would not be felt,
Lowell, Whitman, and of various minor, and with- One of us here would quickly melt
n their lirñits, genuine poets, and it begat memor- But l'Il help you and you help me,
able works in prose. . . . Our own recent And then what a big white drift we'il sec! "
Muse plainly has her failings, both native and-im- .
ported. There is, however, something to justify a " Help one another," the maple spray
cackle, if not a crow, in a good deal of the Amer- Said to its fellow leaves one day:
can prose-fiction (as compared with the miscel- " The sun would wither me here alone,
laneous prose-fiction of England),-including that Long enough ere the day is gone;
which springs up in sections where our crisis bas But l'Il help you and you help me,
cleared away a pretty black pine forest, and bas And then what a splendid shade there'll be
given the chance for a new and various "growth."
Whether a veritably heroic criais is impending yen- " Help one another," the dewdrop cried,
der may be a question. But there seems to be al- Seeing another drop close to its aide; .
ready a crisis in triolets and their kind. Mr. Lang " This warm south breeze would drive me a
" piteously " implores his correspondents to send And I should be gone ere noon to-day;
him no more ballades, exclaiming, They are now And lil help you and help you me,
a drug in the poetic market." They are, indeed, And we'Il make a brook and run to the sea.'
and should be, since what iterative imitator can.
excel those written long since by Mr. Lang himself " Help one another," a grain of sand
and by two or three other begetters of the vogue ? Said to another grain just at hand ;

For Friday Afternoon.

THE SINGING SAND.

ALONG the beach,
Where each to each

The wavelets talked in whispered speech,
With idly loitering steps I strayed,
Harkening the murmur thit they made,
Like far-off words and laughter blent
With many a wind-blown instrument.

On either hand
The sunny strand

Was one wide reach of glaring sand;
A silent waste without a stir
A bit of desert, as it were,
Desolate, voiceless, in the heat,
But for the water at its feet.

"Ah, why," I sighed,
"Is one denied

Color and life and voice beside ?
Why one have waves with foamy crest,
And white sails on its buoyant breast,
While yet the other can but show -
One idler's footsteps, to and fro?"

Just then anear
My well-schooled ear

A musical new sound could hear-
A resonant, grinding sound, yet sweet,
That seemed to come from 'neath my feet,
And I was quick to understand
I walked the fabled singing sand.

Ah, then, no more
That lifeless shore

It's look of blank desertion wore;
My fancy on its margin drew
The prow of many a bark canoe,
Rude wigwams rose, and here and there
Upcurled blue smoke on the blue air.

I seemed to sece
- How blithe and free

Ran dusky children in their glee;
How grizzled women, old and bent,
Toiled at the fire or in the tent,
While warriors, sprawling at their ease,
Looked on and smoked their pipes in peace.

A vanished race,
With scarce a trace

But legend now in all the place;
Yet what a busy-peopled shore,
If spirit eye but scanned it 'er!
What print of keel and foot and hand
Here on the Indian's singing sand !

-Clara Doty Bates.

A FRESHMAN hesitates overthe word connoisseur.
"What do you call a man that pretends to know
everything ? " " A professor," replies the student,
wIl thinks that an easy one,

! ay

way,

"
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" The wind may carry me over the sea,
^nd then, O, what will become of me ?
3ut come, my brother, give me your hand,
We'll build a mountain and there we'll stand."

-Chambers's journal.

ORDER.
CONCERT RECITATION FOR PRIMARY CLAss.

WE have a place for everything,
And everything in time;

A time to work, a time sing-
Yes, soon our voices chime.

A time to play we ne'er forget;
We love to have it come ;

A time to sleep, a time to eat,
They help make up the sum.

We have a place for all our things,
And all our things in place,-

A place for bats, and hoops, and strings,
And one where we may race.

A place for books, and ink, and pen,-
When study hours are o'er

We put them up with care, and then
We're off to play once more.

But when we hear the tinkling bell,
Which says that school's begun,

We leave the play we love so well,
And for our places run.

THE LITTLE BOY AND THE OWL.
I WENT one day
To have a play,

Up in my father's wood;
I'saw some quails
And lazy snails,

And ate son berries good.

I spied an owl,
And he did growl,

And said, " It will not do."
He blinked hie eye
And said, " I'il fly

And scare you-you-you-you !

He came so near
That I could hear,

" l'ni after you-you-you
He snapped his bill,
And screamed until

I cried, "Boo-hoo-hoo-hoo!

He said, "YQu run
For 't is no fun

To come so near my nest."
I said, " I will ; "
So down the hill,

Be sure, I did my best.
-C. WPosten.

" DOES my question embarrass you ? " asks a
tutor. " Not at all, it is the answer that bothenq
me." V
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Hints and Hels man,and t° my certain knowledge that teacher Educational Notes and News.
never complains of rudeness from him.

In the second case, a boy, just beginning the
THE INFINITIVE. study of History, came to his teacher with a simple A REPORT of the whereabouts of ,6i womn-

littie story of Penn's dealings with the Indians- graduaes of twelve feale colleges, givs 928, or
BY B. F. TWEED, LLD. stale to her, no doubt, but fresh and new to him. 38 per cent. of them, as having married; 949, or

FORMERLY the infinitive was regarded as a mode She appreciated that fact, and he was received just 36 per cent., as employed in teaching 133 in

of the verb. It is now, however, treated by gram- as he had expected to be, with a bright smile and other occupations at wages, and 539, or 20 per
marians as a verbal noun. It is simply the name a hearty interest in what interested him. Shesent cent., as in no paying employment.
of the act expressed by the word. It may be used him away with a face wreathed in smiles, and he IN 1885, Germany, with ail her great universi-
in most of the relations of an ordinary noun. will feel a real desire to find new facts for a teacher tics and boasted culture, spent for the education

It differs from an ordinary noun in the following who shows appreciation of his efforts. I mentally of her people, $40,000,000 ; England, $35,ooo,ooo;
particulars : (a) It is capable of showing whether resolved that hereafter if I felt no interest in those France, $15,oooooo ; Austria, $9,ooo,ooo, and
the action named is conplete or incomplete. (b) old, new things, I would assume it, feeling that Russia, 5,ooo,ooo. The United States that year
It may be limited in the same manner as the verb the " end would justify the means." But I contend spent $ioo,ooo,ooo for education, or as much,
from which it is derived. (c) It is used only in the further, that the teacher who caon feel no pleasure practically, as those five nations combined.-Jour-
singular number, and not used in the possessive in the pleasures of her pupils bas stayed too long nal of Education.
case. It is, in fact, the connecting link between in the schoolroom, and should step aside and
the noun and the verb, having the syntax of the make room for those of gentler hearts and -sweeter AccoRDINa to a writer nie Contenoorary
nout and admitting the limitations of the verb. tempers, who will treat pupils as reasonable beings Revrew, Austria-Hungary bas int high scools of

Every verb bas two infinitives-the simple, or and inspire a perfect confidence and respect. commerce, eleven intermediate schools, and forty-
root form, as " write," and the form in ing, as Try it, you tired, grumbling, fault-finding two schools intended principaly for clerks. The

"6 writing'' 'teachers, and sec if it does not bring peace ta your most important of the high schools is in Vienna,
The preposition "to " is not a part of the infini- souls.-School Moderator. and is known as the Handels Akadernie. It gives

tive, or verbal noun, but forms, when prefixed to two courses of instruction, the one occupying three

the verbal noun, a phrase ; and this phrase, like years and the other two years.

ail phrases composed of a preposition and a noun, DISCERNING TEACHER. AT the congress of the Association for the Ad.
may perform the office of a noun, adjective, or A TEACHER had charge of a school in a country vancement of Women, recently held in New York,
adverb. Dr. Julia Holmes Smith, of Chicago, spoke

The particle (now commonly called a verbal ad- town, early in her career, and among her scholars strongly in condemnation of the making system
jective) is the connecting link between an adjective was a boy about fourteen years old, wo cared very in school. Wonen," she said, " are responsible
and a verb, having the syntax of an adjective, but ently in an co ed wit so ay for an cvil which is sapping the life of their chu.

admtti te lmittios o th adj.ectie ently, in anything connected witb school. Day
admitting the limitations of the verb.-Exchange. after day he failed in bis lessons, and detentions dren, insomuch that they do not protest against,

after school hours and notes to his widowed mother, yes, and put a stop to, percentage and cramming
for exammations. We sacrifice ever so much of

FIRST STEPS IN WRITING. had no effect. One day the teacher had sent him the force of a nation when we press the children
to bis seat, after a vain effort to get from him a for examinations. Let the teachers stldy for

WHEN it becomes necessary to teach children correct answer to questions in grammar, and feel- themseves the capacity of their children. Educa-
the forms of letters give them drawing lessons ing somewhat nettled, she watched bis conduct. tion is ot a question of marks-it is a question of
pure and simple. Set them at tdsks of copying Having taken bis seat, he pushed the book impa- the development of al the pawers ; and teachiong
forma of ail kinds. The outline of a leaf, a profile tiently aside, and espying a fly,caught it with a dex- the markin syste defes aim edu-
on the board ; anything except pure geometrical terous sweep of the hand, and then betook himself by tht making system defeats the truc aim of du-
drawing. If time cannot be found for drawing, to close inspection of the insect. For fifteen min- cation; the acquirements are obtained by unat-
use the half of the writing hour for that purpose. utes or more the boy was thus occupied, heedless uvral pressure ad are easily forgotten, and as for

One of my writing classes some years since did of surroundings, and the expression of bis face told development, that is actually retarded."
not get along as I wished, and I divided both the the teacher that it was more than idle curiosity A FURTHER proof of the overcrowded market is
class and the writing hour into two parts. To one that possessed his mind. A thought strack her, afforded by a case near Sheffield. The Bradwell
of the halves of the class I gave a drawing lesson which she put into practice at the first opportunity School Board was in want of a master, and, at a
for thirty minutes and let them write during the that day. meeting last Friday, - it was announced that no
remainder of the time. The other half of the class " Boys," said she, " what can you tell me about fewer than 228 applications had been received for
wrote during the whole time. I was rather sur- flies ?" And calling some of the brightest by name, the post, at a salary of £5o per annum with half
prised ta find the pupils in the drawing class ex- she asked theni if they could tell her something of a the grant, making a total of about £9o a year.
celling the others in their writing in a remarkable fly's constitution and habits. They had very little Among the applicants, four were members of the
manner. I began ta think that they had an es- ta say about the insect. They had often caught Royal College of Preceptors, and several Masters
pecial "knack" for good writing. When they were one, but only for sport, and did not think it worth of Arts. Still further, in face of many applica-
in advance of the others in a marked degree I re- while to study so common an insect. Finally she tions, ta make the bargain a good one for the Board,
versed my experiment, and gave the others half asked the dunce, who had silently, but with kind- a member moved a resolution of which he had
drawing and half writing. The advanced halftook ling eyes, listened to what bis schoolmates hesita- given notice ta the effect that the schoolmaster
the whole hour in penmanship. In due season the tingly said. He burst out with a description of should be required ta enter into an agreement, in
second part overtook the others and passed them the head, eyes, wings, and feet of the little creature, case of inability to perform bis duties, ta provide
as easily as they themselves had beep passed, so full and enthusiastic that the teacher was aston- an efficient substitute, and be responsible for bis
Perfectly satisfied with tht result, I divided the ished and the whole school struck with wonder. salary and conduct. - This was duly seconded,'and
writing hour, taking half of it for a drawing lesson. He told her how it walked and how it ate, and will be considered at the next meeting, when the
The rapid progress of the class more than justified many things which were entirely new ta his appointment will be made.-The Schoolmaster,
the adoption of the method. teacher; so that when he had finished she said:- (London, Eng.)

If the primary teacher will hold fast ta the idea , I Thank you 1 You have given us a real lesson ANENT the payment-by-results system, the Fal-
that writing is a method of doing something which in natural history, and you have learned it ail your- kirk Heral'd contains a clever parody on the
is ta be learned, instead of something to be dont, self." "Son of tenthir, auggete b y of Mr.
the teacher in the higher grades will have little After the school closed that afternoon she had a "Sang of the Shirt," suggested by soes of Mr.
trouble in makîng the handwriting beautiful.-Child long talk with the boy, and found that he was go Duncan's remarks at tht Dundet Congress, on thg

Culture dîfficulties of amaîl rural scbools. Tht failowing
Culture. fond of going ioto the woods and meadows, and is the last verse

collecting insects and watching birds, that bis
POLITENESS TO PUPILS. mother thought he was wasting bis time. The Grant ! Grant ! Grant I get the highest grant you

teacher, however, wisely encouraged him in, his can.
THE longer I teach the more thoroughly I be- pursuit, and asked him ta bring beetles and butter- The school that earns the highest grant is the

come convinced that the teacher who is on the best flies and caterpillars ta school, and tell what he achool that leads the van.
social terms with her children obtains the best knew about them. The boy was delighted by this And teachers aIl must harden the heart and fear-
results, and not she who dares not relax her dignity unexpected turn of affairs, and in a few days the lessly use the tawse,
long enough to give a smile or a pleasant word. listless dunce was the marked boy of the schooi. That School Board men may boast of the Grant,
Still less she who treats them as if she could not Books on natural history were procured for him, and claim a loud applause.
place any confidence in them, and even forgets and a world of wonder opened ta bis appreciative
hertelf at times, so far as ta say, " You are lying eyes. He read and studied and examined ; e soon 0, ye -who pay the rates ! parents of girls and
ta me," " Now, don't lie," etc., as I have heard on understood the necessity of knowing something of boys,
more than one occasion. Twice to-day have I mathematics,- geography, and grammar, for the It is not money you grndge ta pay, it is your chil-
seen my theory brought into practice. In the first successful carrying on of bis favorite study, and dren's joys.
case, a boy who last year was pronounced a dis- he made rapid progress in his classes. In short, Gold ! gold ! gold ! compared with your children's
agreeable fellow, entered the room ; was pleasantly twenty years later he was eminent as a naturalist, health.
greeted by his teacher and engaged in a short con- and owed bis success, as he never hesitated ta ac- How vile the dross, when their sunny smiles are ail
versation about a social event. Only a few sen- knowledge, ta that discerning teacher.-Central a poor man's wealth.
tencea were exchanged, and as he turned away she Schooljournal. Drive sordid greed from out your hearts and your
askea, " Can I do anything for you, Harry ?" mandate firmly plant,
"Nothing, thank you;" and that "rude boy" WHEN thou feelest a disposition ta sin seek a That the children's good be the highest aim, in-
ment ta bis seat feeling likç a man and a gentle- place where God cannot sec thee.-Lockman. stead of the cry for ' Grant,"
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Consumption Surely Cured.
To the EDITOR-

Please inform your readers that I have a positive
remedy for the above named disease. By its timely use
thousands of hopeless cases have been permanently cured.
I shall be glad to send two bottles of my remedy FREE to
any of your readers who have consumption if they will
send me their Express and P.O. address.

Respectfully,
DR. T. A. SLOCUM, 37 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

CHOICE WALL PAPERS
FOR 1888. ALL NEW.

STAINED GLASS AND INTERIOR DECORATORS.

McCAUSLAND & SON,
72 to 76 King Street West, - . TORONTO.

NO W RM-EA.T.

SCRIPTURE READINCS
FOR USE IN THE

PUBLIC AND HIGH SCHOOLS OF ONTARIO.

REVISED EDITION.

Authorized by the Department of Bducation.

Small 8vo., cloth, red edges, large, clear print, 45o pages

Price, 75 Cents.

This edition differs from the old one in two or three respects. in
the first place, the book and chapter of the Bible from which the
lesson is taken are printed in bold type, on the margin. The num-
berng of the verses is precisely th- same as in the Bible. Second,
the Selections contain entire portions of the Bible, that is, each
lesson embraces some complete and continuous part of Scripture.
It will be sufficient to commend this work to the public, to state
that the Revising Committee were Ven. Archdeacon Boddy, Rev.
Provost Body, Rev. John Burton, B.D., Rev. President CastleRev. Principal Caven, Rev. Dr Dewart, Rev. Dr. Sutherland, andMr. Ham Iton Cassels.

This book wil be found very appropriate for homereading, as well as for use In tRe Public and HighSchools.
FOR SALE BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

WM. BRIGGS, Publisher,
78 and 80 King St. East, Toronto.

EXAMINATION TIME-TABLE, 1888.

Chndidates should notify the presiding Inspector, not
later than the 24th May, of their intention to present
themselves for examinafion. All notices to the Depart-
ment for intending Candidates must be sent through the
preiding Inspector.

The presiding Inspector will please give sufficient
public notice respecting the Examinations.

The Head Masters of Collegiate Institutes and High
Schools will please send the applications oftheir Candidates
to their Local Public School Inspector, and in case of
there being more than one Inspector in a County, to the
one within whose jurisdiction the School is situated, to-
gether with the required fee of Five Dollars from eachCandidate, or Ten Dollars if the Candidate applies for
the First C. as well as Second Class Examination. Afee of Five Dollars is also required from each Candidate
for a First Class Certificate, Grade C, which is to be sentwith form of application tà the Secretary of the Educa-tional Department.

Where the number of candidates necessitates the useof more rooms than one, those taking the University ex-amination are, in order to prevent confusion, to be seatedin the same room.
NON-PROFESSIONAL THIRD AND SECOND CLASSES

AND I. C.
DAYS AND HOURS. THIRD CLAs SU BJECTS.Tesday, 3rdluy.
A.M. 8.40-8,55. Reading Regulations.

9 00-1.30..... English Poetical Literature.
P M. 2.00-4.30...... History and Geography.

Vednesdav, 4th July.
A.M. 9 c0-I1-30.....Arithmetic and Mensuration.
P.M. 2.cO-4.30......English Grammar.

Thursday, çth July.
A.M. 9.00-11.30.....Algebra.
P. M. 2.00-4 30 ...... English Composition and Prose Literature.

Fri day, 6th Juy.
A. M. .o-o..... Reading and Orthoëpy.

10.20-11.30 .... Drawing.
P.M. 2.00-3.30. Bookkeeping.

3.35-5-oS.... .Precis writing and Indexing.
Saturday, 7tI July.

A.M. 9.OO-10.30..... Latin Authors.
French do
German do

9 00-11.0o. Physics,
P.M. 2.OO-4.30.....Latin Composition and Grammar.

French do
German do

2.oo-4.o. Botany .
Oral Reading to be taken on such days and hours as may besitsuit the convenience of the Examiners.

SECOND CLASS OR PASS MATRICULATION
EXAMINATION.

DAYS ANDI HOURS. SUBJECTS.
Tuesday, 3rd July.S

A.M. 8.4o-8.5 5 .... Reading Regulations.
9.00-1-30 . .. .English Poetical Literature

P-M- . .430.. ... istory and Geography.
1Vd.e ,4hjl/y.

A.M..9.co-1.oo .... Arithmetic
P.M. 2.wo-4.30....... English Grammar.

T/hurday,5tkjuly.
A.M. 9.oo-1130 .... Algebra.
P.M. 2 004.30 ..... Chemistry.

Friday, 6th July.
A.M. 9.00-1-30 .... Euclid.
P.M. 2.1o-4.o0.....Botany.

Saturday, 7th luly.
A.M. 9.oo- 30 .. -.. Physics.
P.M. 2.00-3.30 .... Frenth Authors.

Monda , 93535 5...... do Composition and Grammar.

A. . 9.oo-11.oo .... Latin Authors.
S.05-12.35.... do Composition and Grammar.P.M. 2.00 3.30......German Authors.

Tuesday,3 35-5 ...... do Composition and Grammar.
Tusdy rotA .7u/y.
A.M. 9.O0-1r 30 . .. English Compositionand Prose Literature

FIRST " C" OR HONOR EXAMINATION FOR
MATRICULATION.

DAYS AND HOURS. SUBJECTS,Tunsday, ioth 7uly.
A.M. 8.40-8.55......Reading Regulations.

9.00-11.30 .... English Composition and Prost Literature.

WdM a 2,43 . .. Greek-Pass (for matriculants only).Wsesday, ults7u/y.
A.M. 9 00-1r-3- ... Algebra.

P.M. 2.00-4. o. English Poetical Literature.

TAr . î9.ao - .30 .... Euclid.

FridP. y. yu0 .. ... History and Geography.

A.M. 9.00-11-30 .... Trigonometry.
P M. 2 00-4 30 - .. English Grammra.

Saturdav, 14/t 7uly.
A. M. 9.oo-x.30 ... Chemistry.
P.M. 2 oo-4 30..... Botany.

Monday,, 16th 7u/y.
A.M. 9.oo-ri 30 .... Latin Authors.
P.M. 2.co-4. ...... do and Greek Grammar.

Au . 9oo-11-30 .... Latin Composition.
P.M. 2.oo-3-30...... French Authors.

335-535n-.. do Composition and Grammar.
Wedsday-, 8th -7u/y.

A.M. 9.00-10. 3 0 .... German Authors.
10.33-12.35.... do Composition and Grammar.

P. M. 2.00-4-..... Greek Authors
TORoNTo, FSrlary, SBB.

MEMORANDUM RE FIRST-CLASS EXAMINATIONS.
Candidates for Grade A or B will be examined at the

University of Toronto, and candidates for Grade C at the
following places :-Guelph, Hamilton, Kingston, London,
Ottawa, Toronto, or at such other places as may be
desired by any Board of Trustees on notice to the Depart-
ment on or before the 25th day <f May, it being assumed
that the Board is willing to bear the extra expense ofconducting the examination.

TO TELCHERS & STUDENTS.
MR. GEORGE BELFORD,

who has recently lectured on ELOCUTION at
OXFORD UNIVERSITY, is Dow making his second
CANADIAN TOUR as

[LOCUTIONIST AND RECITER.
His recitals have received high encomims

from Professor Plumptre, (Lecturer on Elocution
at King's College), as well as many others en-
gaged in Educational Work, while the English
Reviews unanimously agree that he is one whose
name should stand alongside of Bellew, Vanden-
hoff and other famed ones.

Educationists would do well to make a note
of this.

Mr. Belford is open for engagements during
February, March and April.

FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS,

Williamson, Box 2626,
TORONTO.

- TrE1EM -

CONCISE IMPERIAL
DICTIONAR Y.

THE LATESTAND THE BEST.

From WILLIAM HOUSTON, M.A.,
Librarian to the Legistative Assembly of Ontario,

Toronto.

{Probably there is no one in Canàda whose Opinion is receivedwith more respect by the teachers of Ontario, than the scholarlygentleman whose cautious and critical testimony concerning TheConcise Imperial Dictionary, we print below.]

The Concise Imperial Dictionary, based on the well-
known four-volume Imperial, is admirably adapted in
many ways for popular use. The author of il is Dr.
Annandale, who prepared the latest edition of the larger
work ; and as English philology has made great progress
during the half decade since the publication of the latter,
it goes without saying that the smaller but more recent
lexicon, in spite of its brevity, is in many respects a more
satisfactory vade mecum than the earlier and more velum.
inous ccmpilation. I have made a somewhat careful
examination of the philological features of the work, and
I have no hesitation in saying that while the compiler has
exercised bis right to a choice of views where the qusstion
is one of opinion, he bas shown a conscientious and
scholarly respect for all that philologists are bound to
accept as matters of fact. In short, The Concise Im-
perial Dictionary is fairly abreast of the philological
scholarship of the day. Dr. Annandale has done wiselyin conforming to the modern practice of grouping deriva.
tive words under those from which they are immediately
derived, and in printing them in easily distinguishable
type. This arrangement facilitates rather than hinders
the finding of individual words, and il affords material aid
to the young student of philology by bringing them con-
stantly under his eye as members of etymological groups
and families. The meanings of words are accurately if
concisely given ; and though one misses the appropriate
illustrative citations from standard writers in which The
Imperial bictionary abounds, there is little to be desired
in the way of well-expressed shades of meaning. The
Concise Imperial should find a place in every school
library, and in the library of every ordinary reader and
writer ; and, as I can testify from experience, even those
engaged in literary work will seldom find it necessary to
go elsewhere for lexicographical aid.

WILLIAM HOVSTON.

TOROlNTo, December 3rd, 1887.

The Concise Imperial Dictionary, in
a beautiful and strong ha/f morocco
binding, will be sent by us carefully
packed and post-paid to any address on
receipt of $e.5o, or in substantial cloth bind-
ing, for $3.25 ; or it may be had at the
same rates from any respectable bookseller.

Je E. BRYANT & CO.,
Publishers, TOROVTO.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL

DRAWINC COURSE.
Authorized by the Minister of Education.

No. 5 "INDUSTRIAL DESIGN"
IS NOW READY.

This subject, Industrial Design, is now for the first time
placed in the High School Drawing Course; and this
authorized book is the one upon which the examinations
will be based. It is the most elaborate and beautiful book
of the course, and if published separately would sell at
double the price of the other numbers. It will, however,
be offered to the student at the same price as the others,
20 cents.

The Course is now complete:

No. i-FREEHAND,
No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3 --LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
No. 4 -OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
These books are all uniform in size and style, and constitute a

complete uniform series. The samc plan is followed through them
all-the Test, the Problems, and opposite the Problems, in each
case, the Exercises basedupon them. The illustration is upon the
same page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in every case,
is a space for the student's work. Each copy, therefore, is a com-
plete Text-boolk on its subject, and a Drawing Book as well, the
paper on which the books are printed being first-class drawing paper.
The student using these books, therefore, is not obliged to purchase
and take care of a drawing book also. Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5
are the only books on their subjects authorized by the, Department.
Therefore, if the student buys the full series, he will have a umform,
and not a mixed series, coverinr the whole subjects of the exami-
nations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Reading, one of the best
authorities in these subjects in this country, and recently Master in
the School of Art.

jW Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, and is
authorized.

The Retail Trade may place their Orders with their Toronto
Wholesale Dealers.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
PUBLISHERS,

FOOTBALLS!
LUMSDEN & WILSON

While thanking teachers and pupils throughout the Dominion for
the liberal patronae extended to us in the pat, we would also
thank those who with such patience waited for the filling of their
rders during the short time this season that we were out of somesizes

if Balls, owing to unexpected delay in arrivai of new lot. We will
tndeavor to have no such delay occur again. Our stock is now com-
plete in al sizes, and, as will be noticed, we have a new Ball, " The
Chrome," just introduced in England and forwarded ta us. It is

nounced by all who have seen it as the best ball ever shown in
Canada. The cover is cut similar to the " Perfection," without any
round disks on the ends.

PRICE LIST, FOOTBALLS COMPLETE:

The Celebrated " MeKeehnie," made from very best hand
wrought leather, hand sewn, and filled with tested Bladders of best
quality. No. i. Circumference 2o inches. Price $1 75

2. 22 2 ce

3." " 2 25

" 4 26 " " 2 50

5. 28 " 2 75

Special Match Balla, No. 5 or Associastion Size.
The Goal, - Price $3 oo Ird Lanark, Waterproof, Price $3 75
Queen's Park, "r- 3 25 Perfection Water " 3 75

The Chrome, very s , perior leather, ce $4 0o.

MeIntosh Rubbers, Separate. Prices, No. i, 6oc ; No. 2, yoC
No. 3, 8oc; No. 4, goc; No. 5, $1-oo.

MeKechnie Covers, Separate. Prices, No. 1. $1.25 ; No. 2,
$1.4o, No. i, $x.55 ; No. 4, $1.70; No. 5, $s.85.

Special Covers. The Goal, $2.10; Queen's Park, $2.35; 3rd
Lanark and Perfection, $2.85 each.
Football Inflaters, first-class, . Price, 75c. each.
Football Rules, by A Kicker, - 25c.
Shin Guards, Cane and Leather 2 buckles, $i.5o pair.
Football Belts, Leather, . Price 25 and 50 cts each.
B y's Ball, Sheepskin Cover, Price, $t.io each.

Cernent, for mending Rubbers, - - 3oc. box.

No delay. Orders ail shiiped free by return mail to any pzrt ci

the Dominion. We believe our prices lower than generally asked,
and we know we offer better Balls than can be got elsewhere for

any money, but as an extra inducement to those favoritg us with
an order for a complete Ball, we will mail free a copy of " Football
and how toO lay it successfully," by A Kicker, admittedly one of the

best living expofients of this popular game. This book is pronounc-
ed the most practical and suggestive little work published. Send
your money by Post Office order or registered letter. T he price
must accompany orders to receive attention. Address

Lumsden. d. -Wilson,
IMPORTERS FOOTBALL GOOD

0
,

SEAFORTH, ONT.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate and best series of Wall Maps published. Drawn and engraved by the eminent Geographer. J. Bartholomew

F.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Cloth,.with Rollers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

NO.
1. Railway Map of Ontario,
2. Ontario, - - - -

3. uebec, - - -

4. New Brunswick, -
5. Nova Scotia and Prince

Edward Island,
6. North America, -
7. South America, -
8. Europe, - - - -

;. Ai,

SIZE. REGULAR PRICE.

4 3 by 33 in. $3 ce
67" 52" 4 50

- 67" 52" 4 50
67" 52" 4 50

67" 52" 4 50

67 "52" 4 50
- 67 "2" 4 50

67" 52" 4 50
- 674 52" 4 50

NO. SIZE. REGULAR PRICE.
to. Africa, - - - - 7" 52 " 4 50
xi. British Islands, - . - 67 " 52 4 50
12. Australia and New Zealand, 67 " 52 4 50
13. Palestine, - . - 67" 52 4 50
x4. The World in Hemispheres, 67 " 52 " 4 50
z5. The World on Mercator's

Projection, - - - 67 52 4 50
16. United States, - - - Il " 52 4 6 oo
17. The Dominion of Canada, So "49 " 6 50

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JO URNAL at $s.so, we will send
one o rmore of the above Maps, each at $s.oo less than the regular price.

This is an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with first-clas Maps at wholesale rates.
In ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give your nearest express office.

Address, The EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

T EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all their book wantptly attended ta, either in the new or used line, and of
e terms, by addressing,

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to various parts of tie Dominion, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, mailed or expressed daily.

CHRONIC PULMONARY AFFECTIONS
Are immediately and permanently benefited by

use of

MALTO-YERBINE
It is the best remedy available for ail Chronie
Pulmonary Affections, Bronchitis, Difficult Ex
toration, and for ordinary Coughs and Colds. or
sale by all druggists. Send for Pamphl..

MALTINE MANUFACTURING Co. TORONTO

MEMORYI
Send to Prof. F. H. Wood, F.L.S., (Lecturer Trinity

College, Dublin), for a prospectus (free) of his system of

training the memory. Classes held with great success in
McMaster College, Dickinson College, etc., etc. A
natural system entirely opposed to the ancient and useless
systems of Mnemonics. Address,

54 ADELAIDE STREET EAST,
TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY !
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 (f), read

as follows :
Every Bchool should have, at least, a Standard DictiouarY and a Gazetter."

We make Teacl)ers and Boards of Trustees tl4e followiqg offers:-

Concise Imperial, 'best binding,
Webster's Unabgridged,ful bound,

Lippincott's Gazetteer,fzull bound, -

- $5.50

11.50
- 11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case.

These prices are below the usual selling figures for these Standards, irrespective of The journal.
In other words, by forwarding their orders to us, Teachers or Trustees get THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL one year for nothing. Address,

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

Teacbers! Students! Mipisters!
OU can make money and confer blessings on your fellowmen by canvassinr for the Most Popular Life Insurance Compan -in the

Dominion-THE CANADIAN MUTUAL AiD AssociATI N. Assessment System. Cheap Insurance. Large Reserve Fond as

guarantee. We pay one-half the Claim in case of "Total Disability," balance at death. EQUITABLE, RELIABLE
AND CHEAP I SURANCE. For particulars, address the Head Office, No. ta King Street East, Toronto.

Agents wanted in ail unrepresented districts.

1

W. P. PAGE, Manager.
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IMPORTANT AN.NOUNCEMENT TO BO OK BUYERS.

Bohn's Shilling Library of Standard Works.

F ORTY-ONE years ago MR. BOHN commenced that series of books which, in the opinion of Emerson, " have done for literature what railroads
have done for internai intercourse." The continued favor in which the Libraries are still held is attested by the fact that they have been

increased year by year, until they now number 700 volumes, and have had a sale from the commencement of about 4,000,000 volumes.
The proprietors, however, feel that a time has come at which they may make the more important works of standard literature accessible to

a still larger section of the public, and with this object they purpose publishing, under the above title, a series of smaller and cheaper volumes,
each complete as far as it goes, comprising select works of English and foreign literature.

The text will in all cases be printed without abridgment, and where Introductions, Biographical Notices, and Notes are likely to be of use
to the student, they will be given. The volumes, well printed, and on good paper, are issued at 3 .c. in paper covers, and 5oc. in cloth.

Now Ready-

BACON'S ESSAYS. With Introduction and Notes.
LESSING'S LAOKOON. BEASLEY'S Translation, revised with

Introduction, Notes and Synopsis of Contents.

DANTE'S INFERNO. Translated, with Notes, by REv.
H. F. CARY.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Part I. Translated, with Introduction,
by ANNA SWANWICK.

To be followed at intervals of a jortmiziht by-
GOETHE'S BoYHOOD. Beirg Part HEIPs' LiF 0F THE LATE

I. of the Autobiography. Trans- THOMAs BRASSEY.
lated by J. OXENFORD. THE VICAR 0F WAKEFIELD.

SCHILLER'S MARIA STUART and GOLDSMITH'S PIAYS.
THE MAID OF ORLRANS. Trans- PLATO's APOLOG.

lated yj. MLLISHHAUF'S IICARAVAN."lated by J. MELLISH and ANNA MOLIERE'S PIAYS.
SWANWICK. STFWART's LiFE 0F THE DuKE

THE QUEEN's ENGLISH. By the 0F WELLINGTON, ETC., ETC.
late DEAN ALFORD.

CAN BE ORDERED FROM LOCAL BOOKSELLERS IN CANADA.

24 Bouviere St., 54 Front St.BO WHI___CH. S LodBn TEHnDUSole Agents in Canada.
BOOKS WHICH SHOULD BE IN THE HANDS 0F EVERY BOOK BUYER.

Monthly 35 Cent Volumes. Monthly 35 Cent Volumes.

GREAT WRITERS. THE CAMELOT SERIES.
A New Series of Critical Biographies

Edited by Professor E. S. ROBERTSON.

ALREADY ISSUED. ALREADY ISSUED

LIFE OF LONGFELLOW. By Professor Eric S. ROMA NCE OF KING ARTHUR. Editcd by E. Rhys.
Robertson.

"The story of the poet's life is well told. . . The remarks on THOREAU'S WALDEN. Edited by W. H. Dircks.

Longfellow as atranslator are excellent."-Saturday Review. CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.
"No better life of Longfellow has been published."-Glasgow Edited by William Sharp.

LIFE OF COLERIDGE. By Hall Caine. LANDOR'S CONVERSATIONS. Edited by H. Ellis.

The Scoisman says:-" It is a capital book .... Written through. PLUTARCH'S LIVES. Edited by B. J. Snell, M.A.

out with spirit and great literary skill. The bibliography is unusu- SIR THOMAS BROWNE'S RELIGIO MEDICI, ETC.
ally full, and adds to the value of the work." Edited by J. Addington Symonds.
LIFE OF DICKENS. By Frank T. Marzials. SHELLEY'S ESSAYS AND LETTERS.

" An interesting and well-written biography. "-Scotsman. Edited by Ernest Rhys.

LIFE OF DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI. By PROSE WRITINGS OF SWIFT. Edited by W. Lewin.
Joseph Knight. MY STUDY WINDOWS. Edited by R. Garnett, LL.D.

LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON. By Col. F. Grant. GREAT ENGLISH PAINTERS. Edited by W. Sharp.
LIFE OF DARWIN. By G. T. Bettany. LORD BYRON'S LETTERS. Edited by M. Blind.
CHARLOTTE BRONTE. By Augustine Birrell. ESSAYS BY LEIGH HUNT. Edited by A. Symonds.
LIFE OF THOMAS CARLYLE. By Richard Gar- LONGFELLOW'S PROSE. Edited by W. Tirebuck.nett, LL.D.
LIFE 0F ADAM SMITH. By R. B. Haldane M.P. GREAT MUSICAL COMPOSERS.adyFADA SITB ane, M. P. Edited, with Introduction, by Mrs. Sharp.

Ready Seftember zóth.
LIFE OF KEATS. By W. M. Rosetti. MARCUS AURELIUS. Edited by Alice Zimmern.

To befollowed on October a5th y SPECIMEN DAYS IN AMERICA. By Walt Whitman.
LIFE OF SHELLEY. By William Sharp. WHITE'S NATURAL HISTORY OF SELBORNE.

Edited, with Introduction, by Richard Jefreries.
Volumes in preparation by Austin Dobson, Canon Venables

James Sime, Edmund Gosse, Professor Knight, etc. DEFOE'S CAPTAIN SINGLETON.
Edited, with Introduction, by H. HallidEy Sparling.

Library Edition of "Great Writers.' ESSAYS: LITERARY AND POLITICAL.
An Issue of all the Volumes in this Series will be published, By Josephi Mazzini. With Introduction by William Cla ke.

printed on large paper of extra quality, in handsome binding, THE PROSE WRITINGS OF HEINRICH HEINE.
Demy 8vo, price go cents per volume. With Introduction by Havelock Ellis.

THE CANTERBURY POETS
In 35 cent Monthly Volumes, Square 8vo. Well printed on fine
toned paper, with Red-line Border, and btrongly bourd in clath.
Each volume contains from 300 to 350 pages. With introductory
notices by William Sharp, Mathilde Bind, Walter Lewin, John
Hogben, A. J. Symincton, Joseph Skipscy, Eva Hope, John Rich-
mond, Ernest Rhys, Percy E. Pinkerton, Mrs. Garden, Dean Car-
rington, Dr. J. Bradshaw, Frederick Cooper, Hon. Roden Noel, J.
Addington Symonds, G. Wilis Cocke. kric Mackay, Eric S.
Robertson, William Tirebuck, Stuart J. Reid, Mrs Freiligrath
Kroeker, J. Logie Robertson, M.A., Samuel Waddington, etc., etc.

Cloth, Red Edges - 35c. 1 Red Roan, Gi/t Edges goc.
Cloth, Uncut Edges 35c. Silk Pu4sh, Gi/t Edges $z.6o

The Fol/owing Volumes are now Ready ;
Christian Year. By Rev. Praed. Ed'td by Fred. Cooper

John Keble. Hogg. By his daughter, Mrs.
Coleridge. Edited by joseph Giarden.

Skipsey. Goldsmith. Edited by Wil-
Longfellow. Edited by Eva hiam Tirebuck.

Hope. Love Letters of a Violir lst.
Campbell. Ed'td byJ. Hogben j y Eric .makay.
Shelley. Edited by J. Skipsey. Spenser. Edited by Hon.
Wordsworth. Edited by A. Rodln Noel.

-J. Symington. Chlldrefl of the Pinots.
Blake. Edited by J.Skipsey. Edited by Eric S. Robertson.
Whittier. Ed'td by Eva Hope Ben Jonson. Edited by J.A.
Poe. Ediked byJ. Skipsey. Syn onds.Chatterton. dited by John Byron (2 Vols). Edited by

Richmond. Mai hilde Blind.
Burns. Poems. The Sonnets of Europe.
Burns. Songs. Edited by J. Edited by S. Waddington.

Skipsey. Allan Ramsay. Edited hi'
Marlowe. Edited by P. E. J. Logie Robertso.

Pinkerton. Sydney Dobell. Edited by
Keats. Ed'td by John Hogben Mrs. Dobell.
Herbert. Edited bV Ernest Pope. Edited by Jol Hogben

Rhys. Heine. Ed'td by Mrs. Kroeker
Victor Hugo. Translated by Beaumont and Fletcher.

Dean Carrington. Edited by J. S. Fletcher.
Cowper. f dited hy Eva Hope Bowles, Lamb & Hartley
Shakespeare. Songs, Poems Coleridge. Edited by Wil-

and Sonnets, edited by Wil- liam Tirebuck.
liam Sharp. Early English Poetry. Edit-

Emerson. Ed'tdbyW.Lewin ed by H.Macaulay Fitzgibbon
Sonnets of this Century. Sea Music. Edited by Mrs.

Edited by William Sharp. Sharp
Whitman. Edited by E.Rhys Herrick. Edited by E. Rhys.
SCOtt Marm, etc. Ballades and Rondeaus.
Scott. Lady of the Lake, etc Edited by J. Gleeson White.

Edited by William Sharp.

Order from your Local Bookseller or, if you cannot, procure, address

W. J. GAGE & CO., - - Sole Agents in Canada.
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TEACHERS WANTED
For desirable positions in established schools and colleges in

the great Southern and South-Western Sta-es. For Teacher's
Appl cation Form address: Southern Teacherà' Agency, P.O. Box

45, Birmingham, Ala., U.S.A.

WI 1AM

PIANOS
Endorsed by the bestauthorities In the worid.

R. S. Williams & Son, 143 Yonge St., TORONTO.

W. STABLSCHMIDT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture.

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATENTED JANUARY 14TH, 1886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lists. Name this paper. See

ounr Exhibit at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIvE

Geo. F. Bostwick, - - 56 King Street West.

YOUNG M EN suffering from the effects of early evil
habits, the result of ignorance and folly, who find themselves

weak, nervous and exhausted; also MIDniL-AGED and OLO MEN
who are broken down from the effects of abuse or over-work, and
in advanced life feel the consequences of youthful excess send for

and READ M. V. Lubon's Treatise on D iseases of Men. rhe book
will be sent sealed to any address on receipt of two 3C. stamps.
Address, M. V. LUBON 47 Wellington St. E., Toronto.

ICURE
FITS!

When I say CURE I do not mean merely to
stop them for a time. and then have them re-
turn again. I MEAN A RADICAL CURE.

I have ade the disease of

TS, EPIMPSY or
FALITG SICKNESS,

A ltfe long study. I WARRANT my remedy to
cuBE the worst cases. Because others bave
failedis no reason for not now receivinga cure.
Bend at once for atreatise and aFREE BOTTLE
of my INFALr.. REMEDy. GIve Express
and Post Offce. It osts you nothing for a
trial, and It wilU Cure you. Address
Dr, H, G, ROOT. 87 Yonge St., Toronto, ont,

ANT ONE CAN PLAT OVE

Parlor Orchestrones
$115 to $200.

A great many lovers of Music have Organs and Pianos, but
owing to the great expense for tuition, and the heavy tax on time
necessary for practice before even medium efficiency is acquired,
we find that eight out of ten give it up in despair.

It is a pleasure to us to be able to inform these that WE
HAVE FOUND THE ROYAL ROAD TO MUSIC, and by
giving FIVE MINUTES' INSTRUCTION, we can enable them
to play better music than 999 out of every 1,000 can on the
ordinary Organ or Piano. We invite lovers of music to call and see
these wonderful Instruments at

THOSsCLAXTON'SMUSICSTORE
197 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

BooksellZers and Stationers6,

Dealers in the books required by TEACHERS:-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGES
and HIGH SCHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

Save Time, save worry, save disappointment, save money by sending your orders direct to un.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONOE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

R, W. DOUGLAS & CO. No. 250 YONGE STREET,
(Successors to A PIDDINGTON), TORONTO.

Have the Largest Stock of New and Second-Hand Educational Books in this country. A specialty
made of Rare and " Out of Print " Books.

Students would do well, before ordering elsewhere, to try our House, as we are prepared to furnish at shortest
notice, Books in every Department of Literature at Lowest Rates.

NOTE THE PLACE. MAMMOTH BOOK EMPORIUM, 250 Yonge Street.
Known for fwenty-five years as " PIDDINGTON'S."

BUCKEYE BELL FOUN'RY.
Bells of Purs Coper aIn Tin for Churea

WARLNT.D Catalogue sent FrUL

VANDUZEN & TIPT. Cincinnat.i. M

WEBSTER
in various Styles of Binding, with and

without Patent Index.

d V1ARI0 tigLRARY T
W WZÀIN I

Besides many other valuable features, it contains

A Dictionary
of 118,000 Words, 3000 Engravings,

A Gazetteer of the World
locating and describing 25,000 Places,

A Biographical Dictionary
of nearly 10,000 Noted Persons,

Al in One Book.
3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more Illustra-

tions than any other American Dictionary.

WEBSTER 18 THE STANDARD
Authority in the Gov't Printing Office, and with
the U. S. Supreme Court. It is recommended
by the State Sup'ts of Schools in 36 States, and
by the leading College Presidents of the United

States and Canada.

The London Times says: It is the best Die-

tionary of the language.
The Toronto Globe says: Its place is in tie

very highest rank.
The Toronto Week says: It is the one final

authority safely to be relied on.
TheEgontrealHerald says: Its use ia becom-

ig unvr nCanada.

The Canada Educational Eonthly says: No

teacher can afford to be without it.

The New York Tribune says: 1tis recognized

as the most useful existing "word-book"
of the English language all over the world.

Illustrated Pamphlet sent prepaid.
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Publishers,

Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

STUDY. LATIN and GREEK a
SIGHT,usethe "INTERLINEARHo eCLASSICS." Sample page snd Catalogue

of School-Books, fiee. C. DatSîLvz: a& Sos, No. (L.L.) xio2

Walnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

T EACHERS WANTED.
Of all kinds. Principals and Assistants; also several for

Art, Music, etc. Application form ad iformation free.

Address-

THE CORRESPONDENCE UNIVERSITY,

Mention this Paper. CHICAGO, ILL.

EYE, EAR AND THROAT.

DR.RYERSON,
Leeturer on Eye, Ear, Throat & Nasal Passages

IN TRINITY MEDICAL SCHOOL.

6o COLLEGE AVENUE, TORONTO,ONT.

F. H. SEFTON,
- DENTIST -

172% YONGE STREET, next to R. Simpson's Dry Goods Store

io per cent. reduction made to Teachers.

ALL BRANCHES OF DENTISTRY.

TEETH WITH ORWITHOUT A PLATE
P ERFECT gold filling; warranted for io years. Vitalizedair foi

painless extraction. Best teeth on plate, $8per set. Telephone .476 Special discount to teachers. C. H. RIGGS, L.D.S.

Cor. King.and Yonge Sts., Toronto.
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Western Assurance Company
SHAREHOLDERS' MEETING.

THE thirty-seventh annual meeting of the Sharehold-
ers of the Western Assurance Company was held aI its
offices ait noon yesterday. A. M. Smith, Esq , the Pre-
sident, occupied the chair. The Managing Director was
appointed to act as Secretary, and read the following

DIRECTORS' REPORT :
In submitting the Annual Statement of the accounts of

the Company for the year ending 31st December last,
the Directors are þleased to be able to congratulate the
Shareholders upon the prosperous condition of its affairs
which these indicate, as well as the evidence they bear
of its continued growth in public favor and confidence.

The net income from premiums, as shown by the
Revenue Account, amounted to $r,630,o96.96, while the
interest receipts were $40,135.26, and after payment of
losses and expenses, as well as making provision for ail
unadjusted and unsettled claims, there remains a profit
balance of $99,030.98. This result is the more gratify-
ing from the fact that recently-published statistics show
that the past year has not been generally a profitable one
in either Fire or Marine Insurance business, owing to
the losses, both in Canada and the United States, hav-
ing considerably exceeded the average of previous
years.

The Assets of the Company being taken aI their mar-
ket value on 31st December, it bas been necessary to
write off some $14,ooo for depreciation of these, to meet
the shrinkage in values which has been common to most
securities during the year. After providing for this and
the payment of two half-yearly dividends, at the rate of
ten per cent. per annum, the sum of $40,ooo has been
added to the Reserve Fund, the total surplus funds now
amounting to $775,317.81. The amount necessary ro
re-issue or run off the current risks of the Company is
estimated at $534,030, which, deducted from the surplus
as above, shows a net surplus over and above Capital
and ail liabilities of $241,287.81.

Your Directors take this opportunity of acknowledg-
ing the efficiency of the Officers and Staff of the Com-
pany, as well as their appreciation of the services of ils
Agents throughout its extensive field of ùperations, to
whose energy and zeal is attributable, in a great mea-
sure, the favorable showing which is presented by the
accompanying accounts.

REVENUE ACCOUNT.

Fire Premiums .......... $1,291,649 89
Marine Premiums........ 574,365 61

-- $,866,0r5 50
Less Re-Assurance.......,........ 235,918 54

$î,630,096 96
Interest Account..................... 40,135 26

$'Fire Losses, including an appropriation
for ail losses reported to 31st Dec.,
1887............... ..........

Marine Losses, including an appropria.
tion for ail losses reported to Dec. 31st,
'87 .....................· · · ·.- -

General Expenses, Agents' Commission
and ail other charges................

Balance to Profit and Loss.............

$r
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

Dividend paid, July, 1887...$25,00 00
Dividend payable Jan. 9,1888 25,000 00

Depreciation in investments...........
Carried to Reserve Fund...........
Balance .......... ....... .-- ---.

Balance from last year .........--..
Profit f.r the year as above ..........

Liabilities.
Capital stock paid up ........... ··. $
Losses under adjustment ............ . .
Dividend payable Jan. 9th, 1888 ........
Reserve Fund ............. $775,000 00
Balance, profit and loss.... 317 81

Assets.

,670,232 22

744,400 33

329,464 47

497,336 44
99,030 98

,67o,232 22

$50,000 o
14,104 67
40,000 00

317 81

$1o4,422 48
$ 5,391 50

99,030 98

$104,422 48

500,000 00

141,854 76
25,000 00

775.317 81

1 442,172 57

United States bonds................ $ 547,210 00
Dominion of Canada stock ............. 146,297 25

CATCH- UESTIONS IN ARITHMETIC I the name of No. 5 of our
TEACHERS ELP MANUALS. This book has had an immense sale in England,and the price of the English edition Is equivalent to $1.35 of our money. The edition
which we shal have ready on January 1 is the same as the English edition, except that
dollars and cents are substituted, where necessary, for pounds, shillings, and pence.The book contains answers and numerous hints, as well as a variety oforiginal ideas. Subscribers to our series of HELP MANUALs get ibis book and eightothers for $1.50. The numbers already issued are: No. 1, Practical Grammar; 500exercises. No. 2. Manual of Correspondence. No. 3, Practical

Mensuration (with answers). No. 4, Easy Problems for YoungThinkers (with answers). These booka have met with wonderful success.
.We receved a single order on November 15 for e thosad . Hun-
dreds of smaller orders have been received, and teachers every de

lighted with " The New Idea." We have been beaieged with requests for free sample copies.
Many think that because we give aine boks for $1.50 we can afford to give away samples. Wecannot do this. These mnuas are nt simple paMhlets, but large, neatly bound, elegantlyprinted books-books which will eil anywhere for 9; cents each, and be considered cheap.There are only two ways to secure these books: one is to pay 50 cents each forthe cloth editions, and the other, to 1ay SI.50 a year for the subscription editions.Nine book. make a year. Date your subscrption back to No. 1, and get four or five manuals byreturn nail, and the others on the first day of each month. You muet gubscribe now, Ifyou desire to get back numbers at snbscription rates. For a short time we shall continue to sendsample copies of the subscription edition to any address for 25 cents each. No. 5 will be worth thefoul yesrly price.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY. We want you te sec these books, andto help you to get started, we make this offer. Get two teachers to subscribe with you,-three ln all, - and we will accept your subseriptions for one year at One Dollar each.Do nt delay, for this la positively you rlast chance to secure these books at a reduced rate. Valuablepremiume for larger clubs. Mention tbis paper. Address,
THE SUPPLEMENT COMPANY, 50 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

The New Arithmetic, by 300 authors. The best arithmetic ln the world. Price, $1.00.
Eaton's 100 Lessons in Business. A new work. Very practical. Not a book. Price, $1.00

Canadian Mail should be addressed: TH E SU PPLE M E NT CO. .
P O. Fox 263r TORONI O, ONTARIO.

Loan Company and bank stock ........
Company's building...............
Municipal debentures..................
Cash on hand and on deposit ..........
Bills receivable....................--
Mortgages............ ..........
Re-assurance due from other companies..
Interest due and accrued ......... ....
Agents' balances and sundry accounts...

A. M. SMITH.
President.

Western Assurance Office:
TORONTO, Feb. 14 th, z<

120,590 00
65,000 00
74,268 91

202,889 10
58,176 75
25,350 00
25,556 23

5,493 64
171,340 69

$ 1,442,172 57
J. J. KENNY,

Managing Director.

AUDITORS' REPORT.

To the President and Directors of the Western Assurance
Company.
GENTLEMEN,-We hereby certify that we have

audited the books of the Company for the year ending
31st December, 1887, and have examined the vouchers
and securities in connection therewith, and find them
correct, and the above statements agree with the same.

R. R. CA'ÉHRON, Aud
JOHN M. MARTIN, itors.

TORONTO, Feb. I4, 1888.

The President, in moving the adoption of the report,
offered his congratulations to the Shareholders on the
prosperous statement which had just been read by the
Managing Director, to whose unceasing energy and care,
assisted by a thoroughly loyal and experienced staff, they
w ere largely indebted for the satisfactory report just put
in their hands. It would be noticed that the net premi.
ums were some $245,ooo over those of the previous year
the business in each branch showing a considerable in'
crease ; and while the net profit was not equal to that of
1886, he thought he was quite safe in saying that the
statement, comparatively speaking, was a better one than
that presented at the last Annual Meeting, for it must be
borne in mind that the fire-losses in Canada and the
United States have exceeded by several millions those of

the preceding year, while Marine disasters on the lakes
during the fahi months were exceptionally numerous and
heavy. It was, therefore, with no little satisfaction that
he presented a report showing a profit balance on the
year's transactions of close upon $iooooo. While the
Directors had continued their policy of requiring a thor-
ough inspection and supervision of the business of the
Company, believing judicious expenditure in this direc-
tion to be true economy, it would nevertheless be grati-
fying to the Shareholders to note that the ratio of expenses
to premims was a fraction lower than that of last year,
being thirty and one.half per cent., a figure which
compares favorably with that of other companies trans-
acting similar business. It was, he thought, unnecessaryfor him to refer to the amount written off the value of
securities to bring them to their market value ait the close
of the year, which, considering the extent of ths Coin-
pany's investments and the general reduction in values
sînce the last report, must be considered a very moderate
sum. The total assets are now $1,442,172, of which
nearly $700,000, or close upon one-half, are invested in
United States and Canadian Government Securities, afinancial exhibit which he was sure the Shareholders
would a'gree with him justified their pride in the Westen
as a Canadian institution, and must command for it an
increasing share of the patronag of the inhuring publie
so liberally bestowed upon it in the past.

Mr. William Gooderham, the Vice-President, seconded
the adoption of the report, which was carried unani-
mously, and on motion of Mr. James Scott, seconded byMr. Robert Thompson. a vote of thanks was passed to
the President, Vice-President, and Board of Directors,
for their services and attention to the interests of the
Company during the past year.

Messrs. F. J. Stewart and William Anderson having
been appointed scrutineers, the election of Directors for
the ensuing year was proceeded with, and resulted in the
unanimous re-election of the following gentlemen :-
Messrs. A. M. Smith, William Gooderham, Hon. S. C.
Wood, Robt. Beaty, A. T. Fulton, Geo. A. Cox, Geo.
McMurrich, H. N. Baird, J. J. Kenny.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors held subse.
quently, Mr. A. M. Smith was re-elected President and
Mr. William Gooderham Vice-Presidentt
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